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Guess
who
builds
IIIOre
Imulli-axis
CRC ho'_- bing
mac:hines f~or
auioRiofive-si'ze gears,?
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Americ,an, pfuler.
of course.
For example, our new PE150 represents the best
of hig'h production eapablllty plus flexibility for
hobbing gears up to '6-in. Because of high dynamic
rigidity, it's capable of using the latest in-TiN and
carbide tool technology. Setup times are reduced
as much as 85% because change gears and
mechanical gear trains have been replaced with
trouble-free electronic controls.
Simple CNC operation is assured with a variety of
available software. IDialogue programming covel'S
all operational sequences, walks the operator
through data entry and alerts him to conflicting
or illogical data, A diagnostic program simplifies
maintenance procedures by detecting and
displaying errors directly on the CRT.
IFlexlble automation is a reality with the PE150's
integrall workhandling system which combines
unsurpassed speed and versatility-even where
medium or smalll production lots dictate frequent
retooling during one shift.

Faster tool change is accomplished with the quick
hob change system which saves more than 90% of
tool changing time while assuring hob concentricity
independant of operator skill. .A tool rnaqazirre with
automatic changer is also available,

Shorter machining times. Shorter changeover
times. Faster tool change. Reduced idle times.
Lower operating costs. All at a price, no higher than.
conventional hobbing machines. For additional
lntormatlon, contact American Pfauter Ltd., 925
East Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
U.S.A. (3,12-640-7500).

(I)~oommm
Wortd~clasl gearmaklng technology In hobblng
• grinding .,shaping .•hard gear finishing·
Iinspection • gear cells and systems
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Dear Editor:

In response to Ed Uberts letter, we have come a long
way in gearing smce WWII. The Europeans do use long
addendum pinions in many cases. This modification does
improve load capacity, sHding conditions and the workmq
life of a gearser. When modIfying a pirnon tooth it is
necessary to modify the geartooth or adjust the center
distance accordingly but we will leave that to the
designers.

I have found that Dr. Werner Vogel who compneo the
book entitled "Involutometry & Trigonometry" has all of
the Information necessary to accurately calculate
measurements over rolls for Helicals or Spurs. HIS deriva-
tion of the formulas is concise and complete. The span
measurement method With the books supplied by MAAG
of Zunch, Switzerland are also accurate so long as the
tacewctn allows you to use vernier calipers In the case
of high helix angles.

Some of the better hand held calculators have software
Engineering packages that are programmed to do the
calculations with the imput of the necessary variables.

Mitchell J. Hi/ow,
Manuf. Eng. & Gearrng
Morgan Constr., Co.
Worcester, Mass.

Dear Editor:

The letter from Edward Ubert In the May! June issue
caught my attention, as I have worked in the area of
gear geometry for many years (although only from the
U.S. viewpoint).

We at Foote-Jones/Dresser rChicago) also use many
gears of non-standard geometry, not only of our own
design, bur also as reorooucnons of gears desqned
elsewhere. Theories of gear geometry are outlined In Van
Keuren, Preasion Measuring Tools, Dudley, Gear Hand-
book. Khiralla, On the Geometry of External Involute
Spur Gears, Buckingham, Analytical MechaniCS of Gears.
etc.. but applying these to an arbitrary geometry so as to
avoid "surprises" at assembly is not a trivial task.
However. we have created a tool to do this by cocmq
the theory into an interactive computer program, which
will parse any parallel shaft external gear set geometry in
seconds Because I have reviewed the derivations In the
above literature, run the program against those from
other sources and employed it thru gear assembly, I am
confident that it and the basic theory are analytically cor-
rect. However, in performing measurement over wires in
conjunction with program, the wire diameter must be
chosen, of course, so that the wires protrude above the
o.d, suffiCiently to avoid interference between top land of
teeth and calipers, and also so that the wires make con-
tact in the region of the pitch line because, were they to
contact a modified region of the flank (near tip or roon ,
they would not be measuring the involute,

Regarding tooth modification. if one member of a set
has modified addendum, the addendum of the other
member must be correspondingly modified (or else the
center distance must "float"). Thus, generally there ISno
Interchangabllity when "every gear is modified to some
extent"

The "addendum modification coefficient" concept Mr
Ubert mentions is not unique to Europeans, but isJust
one method of rnanputannq a design. Of course, the
rules of gear geometry do not follow AGMA. DO or B$,
but rather the laws of mathematrcs.

If Mr. Ubert would like, I would be glad to gIve him
wire measurements for some sets he would consider [0

be test cases, to check hIS calculation method.

Sincerely.
Henry Tideman
Supervisor,
Computer & Engineerrng Analysis
Foote-Jones Gear Division
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LEONARDO DA VINCI
1452·1519

BeforeLeonardo created hISfamous 'machInes',
he developed many SImpletools. Thesedevices
were denved from his SCientificooservatons
and later became the parts of his machInes He
was particularly faSCInatedby the conversion
of recprocal to rotary motion and the use of
reducing gears. Leonardo mIght be called the
father of the machine tool Today we would
say Leonardo was Increasln!l 'profitability' by
using aotomanon to bnng hISday Into the In-
dustnal age
The cover sketch Illustratesa set of gearsto con-
(rol a counrerwefQnr Ie ISnor known now he
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Almost overnight. America's industry
found itself competrng against an on-
slaught of lower cost imported products.
For this reason, the need to Improve [he
quality of our products and simultane-
ously reduce their cost became Impera-
tive. Manufacturers needed to quickly
acquire vast amounts of knowledge
about new manufacturing methods, tech-
niques, designs, rnatenais. machines and
manufacturing systems.

It was with thiS In mind that late last
summer 1 looked With anticipation to the
upcoming fall technical sessions being
hosted by SME. ASME and AGMA. IThe
SME and AGMA sessions meet annually
and the ASME conference is held once
every four years.) You would think that
with the wealth of knowledge to be
gained and the industry interaction
available, these conferences would have
had terrific attendance. right? Wrongl Not
counting people representing the machine

tool manufacturers. suppliers and those presenting papers. only 250 or 300 people attended these three
conferences. I was surprised, however. by the large percentage of foreign attendees at the ASME con-
ference. Many Japanese attended along with Visitors from Germany. France. Holland. China. Egypt.
England. Italy and many more. They thought it important enough to come to the United States. present
papers. and receive the conference information.

It's time for a change of attitude, a change of priorities. and possibly things are changing. AGMA Just
held a technical conference In April In IndianapoliS, In contrast to their earlier conferences. this one was
oversubscribed and potential attendees had to be turned away.

What changed? Is business better? Has optimism improved? Are attitudes changing regardIng ongOing
education and the need to seek information from all sources? Probably the answer is "all of the above", It
certainly Isn't because [he subjects and papers being presented are any better. or more timely Many of the
papers presented at the poorly attended conferences were reprinted on these pages, gathenng excellent
comment, Hopefully. trus is the beginning of a new trend.

AGMA's upcoming Fall Technical Conference. October J 4th through 16th in San Francisco. and the SME
Gear Processing and Manufacturing Clinic, November 12th through 14th in Detroit. offer the opportunity to
start or continue the necessary eoucat'onat process. Look over the SUbjects carefully. If you don't see sub-
jeers that Will help you, write to these organizations and tell them what kind of information you need, They
want to help. but in turn. they need your support and your attendance, From each conference that you
attend. you will acquire new information. but the real gains are cumulative and come from attending these
conferences over a long period of time.

Is th,s [he answer to the onslaught of comoennon? I don't know. But Without keeping up to date on the
technique and developments presented at these and other conferences. we don't stand a chance.

Photo by JennIfer Short

Thank You
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aJIII.... IfCt.,;'llriaus aspects of this
~JICII~ .. ht emnpIe, Napya and l.Jematsq(1J recently
(1981) stm:IiecI effects of movin& load speeds on the deflec-
tion of a tapered, cantilever, Timoshenko beam. Their
analysis is based upon approximations developed earlier by
Nagaya.(2) Much earlier research by Attia() (1959) and
Utagawa and Harada'" (1961) led to an analysis of tooth
response as a function of load postion but not load speed.
Later Wallace and Weireg!51 (1973) used the finite element
method together with Hertzian type contact to study dynamic
loading. Still later, Cornell and Westervelt(61 (1978), using a
method developed by Richardson!7l and Howland(81 studied
dynamic tooth stresses by modeling meshing gear teeth by
variable springs with inertias of rigid bodies. They showed
that tooth profile modification, inertia, damping, and
resonance can all affect the tooth stresses.

,6 Gear Technology

TABLE I. Interaction of Dynamic Parameters of Gears and Sprockel
TDOth Errors

and
ModiHations

Geal
Speed

l N

u

Transmitted.
load

Contact
Ratio

Contal
Posjti~

1.1

1.1 .l N 1.1

N 1.1

uu 1.1 L

Nu 1I 1.1

NOTATION: L - lineally Proportional Relation
N - Nonlinear Relation.

A summary of the iNentioft of It.various pellDIekn af-
fecting tooth dynamics, as reported in the Uterature, is given
in Table I.

In the analysis of this paper, we use the finite element
method to study the effect of load speed and slenderness
ration on the dynamic responses of tapered beams. We then
examine the dynamic response of involute tooth forms to
moving loads.

Dynamic Analysis of Tapered, Truneated Beams
Using Timoshenko beam theory, Nagaya and Uematsu(ll

considered the problem of a force P moving with constant
speed V along the centerline of a tapered, truncated, cantilever
beams as depicted in Fig .. 1. The beam cross section is rec-
tangular. To simulate a gear tooth the half angle {3 is taken
as 20". The truncated length (l- a) is 2.25M where M is the



I:

Gear or
Mesh Rim Sprocket

Stiffness Thickness Inertia Damping .References

I, U U I. I l, 4, 6, 10,
12, Il, 15

U U U U 14,22,23
U I U U 16,9, 16, ]7

J I U U 20

U U U IJ 18,2S

I - laverselyProportlenal Relalion
U - Unknown or Random Rela'tion

module of the gear. Then the base b of the beam, simulating
the root of the tooth, is 2.4BM. Nagaya and Uematsu(1) have
shown that as V is increased, the centerline deflection differs
substantially from the static deflection. Indeed, when V is
1 % of the longitudinal wave propagation speed (.jE/p), the
centerline deflection is in the negative Y direction for a ma-
jor portion of the span at various load positions, and even
beneath the load itself.

To further examine this phenomenon, we constructed a
three-dimensional, finite-element model of the beam as shown
in Fig. 2. The mesh contains UO "8-node brick" elements and
288 nodes. The model was given a unit thickness in the Z-
direction. The elastic constant E was 3Oxlot' psi (s.07x10"
N/m2), the weight density l' was 0'.283 IblinJ (7.83 x ]0'3

kg/mJ), giving a wave propagation speed V" of 2.024x1O'5
in/sec (5.14x1(Y m/sec). The beam was loaded in the

x

L

y

o.
determtned. 'I'M ... JDJ:'.......
positions.

By comparing thae result!I with thoee oI __ ~·.-...
Uematsu(l) it is seen that the magnitude of the cIIII_lIDId
differ substantially, Moreover, the displacements are aIway.I
positive with the finite-element model. The primary IUSCJIl

for the difference is the effect of the thickness of the beam.
Indeed, for this beam the slenderness ration, defined as
VAL2/I, is only 6.0, where A is the average beam cross sec-
tion area, L is the beam length and I is the average second
moment of area of the beam cross section about a line parallel
to the Z-direction and intersecting the centerline.

To examine the effects of the slenderness ratio, three other
finite-element models were developed. First, a stepped beam
model with a slenderness ratio of 49.0 was constructed. The
model consists of 15 beam elements with different thicknesses
as depicted in Fig. 4. The model was given the same loading
as the tapered beam of Fig. 1. The displacements of the
centerline and the tip were computed. Figs. 5 and 6 show the

JulyIAugust 1985 7
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Fig. 2-A finite Element Mesh for the Beam of Fig. 1 (M is Gear Module).

results. Finally, straight thin beam models were constructed
with slenderness ratios of 26 and 78. With the same loading
as before, the centerline and tip deflections were computed.
Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show the results.

A comparison of the results of Figs. 3, 5, 6, 7, B,and 9,
together with those of Nagaya and Uematsu(l), show that,
as expected, the slenderness ratio has a significant eff·ect upon
the beam response to the moving load. However, the finite-
element models show thata relatively high slenderness ratio
is required for significant negative V-deflection of the
centerline.

Dynamic Analysis of Involute Tooth Forms
Many gears and sprockets have involute tooth forms. That

is, the tooth profile is in the shape of an involute to a circle.
U a gear or sprocket has an infinite radius (a "rack"), the in-
volute form is a straight line. Thus, a tapered, truncated can-
tilever beam isa good model of a rack gear or sprocket tooth.
However, for circular gears and sprockets, a preferable model
has the curved shape of an involute. To develop such a
model, we constructed a finite-element grid as shown in Fig.
10. The model consists of 104 a-node brick dements with 242
nodes. The model represents ill. 200 involute 20-tooth gear or
sprocket with a diametral pitch of 1.0.

A unit load was applied to the surface to simulate the
meshing loading. The load was applied near the root of the

8 Geor Technology

tooth, at 'the base circle, and then moved with a speed V along
the surface toward the tip. The local speed was not constant,
but instead was governed by the expression:

(1)

where Rs is the base circle radius andw is the gear or
sprocket angular velocity. When the time t is zero, 'the load
is at the base cirde. [Equation (1) is developed in the
Appendix.]

Figs. 11 and 12 show the radial and transverse
displacements of various surface nodes for an angular speed
of 100 rpm.

Discussion and Conclusions
The foregoing results show that slender beams may pro-

duce erroneous conclusions for many tooth forms - especial-
ly for short stubby teeth. Indeed, if the root thickness is ap-
proximately equal to the tooth depth, the slenderness ratio
is too small fOf conventional beam theory to be valid - even
with thickness modifications.

Next, it is seen that the load speed along the tooth can have
a significant eHect on the deformation and it can induce vibra-
tions. For sufficiently thin tooth forms, or for sufficiently high
load speeds, the centerline defl'ection can even be directed op-
posite to the load. This is especially important for high speed



Fig. J-Centerline Displacements for the Beam of Fig. 1 for Various Load Speeds and Positions.

:Fig. 4 - Stepped Beam. Model.

gears and sprockets since tip relief and tooth design modifica-
tions for dynamic Hects are generally based upon the static
load defledion curve. This curve closely resembles the low
speed curves of Figs. 3, S, 7, and 8. Thus. for higher load
speeds (for example. greater than O.OO5V-), the design
modifications may lead to deietenou« as opposed to ben Hcial
effects.

Third. Figs. nand 12 show that disengagement of the load
may also induce significant vibration. Indeed, lor rapidly
rotating gears and sprockets, this vibration could lead to in-
terference and impact during subsequent engagement,

Finally, th shape of the tooth itself can affect the load
speed and thus induce vibration. For involute tooth forms.
the load speed is proportional to the time of engagement and
to the square of the rotation speed. This means that the in-
duced vibration and oth r dynamic eHects becom much
more pronounced as th gear or sprocket rotational speed
is increased,

JuIy/Augustl985 9



Fig.. 5 - Centerline Displacements for the Stepped Beam of Fig. 4 for Various Load Speeds and Positions.

Fig. 6- Tip Displacements for the Stepped Beam of Fig. 1\ far Various Load Speeds.

10 Gear Technolo~w



Fig. 7-CenterHne Displacement for a Straight Beam with Slenderness Ratio: 26.

APPENDIX

Moving load Along an. Involute Tooth Form
Recall that an involute toa cirde may be viewed as the

locus of the end point oE a cord being unwrapped around
the circle. Consider the clockwise involute I to the circle C
shown in Fig. 13. Let e locate a typical point P of I relative
to 0, the center of C. Then, if ~and ~are the radial and
tangential vectors as shown, e may be written as:

(AI)

Let X and Y be Cartesian coordinateaxes with origin at
o and with accompanying unit vectors 1}~ and Dy• Let the
Y-axis pass through 'the origin .0 of l. Finally, let ¢ be the
angle between .~and the X-axis .. Then, e may be expressed
in terms of 1}", I}y' and ¢ as:

e = (rsin¢ - r¢cos¢)l}x + (reese + r¢sin¢)l}y (A2)

where r is the radius of C. Hence, the X-v coordinates of
Pare:

x = r(sin¢ - ¢cos¢) and y = r(cos¢ + ¢sin¢} (A3)

The arc length along I from its origin 0 toa typical point
P is then:

¢
s = f [(dx/d¢)2 + (dy /d¢)21' 'd¢ r¢,2/2 (A4)

°
From the properties of involute geometry [26], since the

normal to I at P is tangent to C (See Fig. 13). P is the contact
point of the involute tooth form with its mating tooth form.
Therefore, the speed V of the contact point, and hence the
load, along the tooth is:

v = ds/dt = r¢(d¢dtl = rw2t (AS)

where w( =dedt) is the angular sped of the gear or sprocket.

July/Augustl985 11
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Fig. 8-Centerline Displacement fora Straight Beam with Slenderness Ratio: 78.
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Influence of Relative Displacements Between
Pinion and. Gear on Tooth Root 'Stresses

of Spiral Bevel Gears
H. Winter and M. Paul

Technical University, Munich, West Germa-"y

Int.roduction
The manufacturing quality of spiral bevel gears has achiev-

ed a very high standard. Nevertheless, the understanding of
the real stress conditions and the influences. of certain para-
meters is not satisfactory. This refers to, the influence of
geometric da.ta (like flank curvature. crowning, spiral angle,
etc.) or mounting conditions on stress distribution and load
capacity. The design of bevel. gears in genera] is based on
experience. The investigation of tooth root stresses at spiral
bevel gears, described in this paper, was initiated under these
aspects. This research program started in 1981 at the FZG,
Munich (Porschungsstelle flir Zahnrader und Getriebeba.u-
Gear Research Laboratory). It is financed by the DFG
(Deutsche Porschungs-Cemelnschan - German Research
Association). The research method Iollows a line oJ similar
basic studies on tooth root stresses for spur rn and heHcal(2)
gears and is also mainly based on experimental investigations.

The main objective was to gam reliable information on the
amount, direction, and distribution of root stresses in spiral
bevel gears by direct measurements. Especially the influence
of size and location of the contact pattern on the working
conditions of a bevel gear set should be investigated. In this
connection, the influence of the amount of crowning of the
pinion teeth should be examined. The results of this investiga-
tion were intended to provide data For verification of similar
theoretical calculations!" and, therefore, to present a con-
tribution to a more accurate and realistic calculation ,of the
load capacity of bevel gears.

The measuring method is explained and some general
results on the distribution of tooth root stresses are discuss-
ed. In particular, the influence oE various centact patterns
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Fig. 1- Type and position of the strain gages.

achieved by defined relative displacements between pinion
and gear are described.

Measuring Method

In the fillet surface of a loaded tooth, there is a two-
dimensional stress status. Therefore, the principal (maximum)
stresses can be evaluated by following the rules of Mohr's
circle:

(I.)

(2)
For an experimental determinationof the principal stresses

Oland 02 at any point in the root fillet, three measurements
(if;, et, Ee) must be determined. if;specifies the principal stress
direction. et and EQ are strains oriented in perpendicular
directions.

Corresponding to these relations different types of strain
gages had to be used to determine the strain elements. The
arrangement of the gages is shown in Fig. 1. On tooth R,
strain gage rosettes are applied to evaluate the principal. stress
direction (angleif;). These rosettes are approximately posi-
tioned at the height of the 30 deg-tangent-point (see Fig. 4).
The teeth Qand Tare Htted by 10-element strip gages hav-
ing a grid length of 0.51 rom (0.020 in.). On tooth Q, the
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fig..2- Pinion tooth with lO-element strip gages (before they were wired).

measuring direction of the grids is oriented lengthwise. and
on tooth T in the direction of the tooth height. These strip
gages cover nearly the whole root curvature, so that the stress
distribution across the root fillet can be determined.

To determine the stress distribution across the Facewidth,
eight of these gages are fitted on each measuring tooth. Fig.
2 shows the strain strips on one pinion tooth before they were
wired. Wiring such a. large number of strain gages was a
severe problem since the normal meshing of the mating teeth
could not be disturbed. Only the small clearance space pro-
vided at the bottom was available. Considering this fact, a
test gear set having a large module (normal module in mid-
facewidth - 12 - 2,12 DP) had to be chosen. For essential
geometric data, see Fig. 3. This test gear set represents a
typical gear design .. The gears were manufactured by
Klingelnberg und Sohne, Germany,

Fig. 4 gives a summary of the relationship between the dif-
ferent measuring data in detail. Determination of the prin-
cipal stress directlonv by using three rosette strains is ex-
plained in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(a) shows the relationship between
1/; and the strip gage strains srand ,eQ.

It has to be considered that the principal directions
estimated by the rosettes are theoretically valid for only one
level of the root depth. The transverse and tangential strains
were measured across the whole area of the root fillet; so
the combination of data taken from different tooth height
levels might not be correct. To estimate the eventual error,

14 Gear Technolog,y

nomenc 1a t'ur:'. pinion

'number of t....th 11 36

'norma 1 module
i" ..idfacevidt:b 12

outer t.ran:sve'r- •• EDOdule 17.50

outer pitch di~teJ;' IItItflI U2.5Q 630.00

34.597

cutter radius Itmtl 2lD.OO

excen t.r Lci.t.y Ipinion} Irrml 2.5

2.8

addendum modification 0.34 -0,34

t,h.i,ckn,l!!s 'ftllQd:iflcation 0.025 -0.025

fl'Ia'terlal 17 CrNil10 6

Ithrough ha~d"n ..dl

Fig. 3 - Main data of the test gear set.

on one tooth the rosettes were bonded on different levels,
and it was found that the difference of the principal direc-
tions in the area covered by one strip gage is largely negligi-
ble. Therefore, this approximation seems to be tolerable.

The combination of measuring data received from three
different teeth requires that loading conditions are equal on
these teeth. Fig. 5 shows how the measuring teeth of the gear
were selected considering the adjacent pitch error. These teeth
which were selected, showed a minimum pitch fluctuation
with their neighboring teeth. So for these teeth, one can
assume that the conditions referred to the load distribution
onseveral pairs, in contact at the same time, might be largely
the same.

Loading Device
The loading of the large test gears required a rigid test rig.

This is shown in Fig. 6. To apply torque, the gear is loaded
against the blocked pinion by using a hydraulic system,

Fig. 4-Determination of the prinicpal strains from the measuring data.



____ Nornenerature

I~ - pinion offset deviation. mm
Ivl.l - axial displacement of

pinion/wheel. mm
Ir. shaft angle deviation.

degree'
E modulus of elasticity.

N/mml I' =

(E = 210000N/mm2)

pinion torque. Nm
= principal strains, ,/Jom/m
"" rosette strains, /;Imlm

transverse strains, /;Im/m
e r = tangential strains. ,um/m

Poisson's ratio (II = 0.3)

TI

f .....D.C
EQ

F,ig. 5 - Determination of the measurement gear teeth suitable for consider-
ing the adjacent pitch errors.

Measurements along the whole path of contact were made
stepwise while holding the pinion in different rotary positions.
That meant that the load was applied statically on discrete
lines of contact to which the corresponding stress distribu-
tion is related. Therefore, all results discussed in this paper
refer to the static loaded condition.

The test rig provides for accurate adjustments of defined
positions and displacements of the pinion and gear. By an
additional mechanism, the defleetions under load can be set
back.

General Results on the
Distribution of Tooth Root Stresses

Before discussing the influence of displacements on tooth
root stresses, some general results should be mentioned. Fig..
7 shows the distribution of the tensile strains across the root
fiUetsof pinion and gear, plotted in the normal section. The
stress curves are nearly the same as those of cylindrical gears.
Looking at the gear, it becomes obvious that the maximum
tension appears almost exactly at 'the 30-deg. tangent point.

Fig..6 - Loading device for determination of tooth root stresses at bevel gears.

(11.2 principal stresses, N/mm2
Or stress in depth wise

direction, N/mm2

<P angle between E"and fl.

deg
l/t - angle between E Band E 1 deg

5 ~ 7 19

) gnd no.

Fig. 7 =Disrribution of the tangential strains over the root fillet: (measuring
point 4; mesh position 4. compare Fig. 9; torqu Tl = 8000 Nrn),

On the pinion, the point of maximum stress is somewhat
closer to the roat circle. These results were well confirmed
by finite element analysis applied to the actualtoothprofiles,
Moreover, it was Found that the point of maximum strain
is nearly independent of the bending arm and largely con-
stant across the face width.

Therefore, in the followingevaluation, the strain and stress
distributions are plotted for the level in the root fillet where
the maximum stresses occur.

In Fig. 8. the distributions of the tangential and transverse
strainsare plotted for differ·ent mesh positions, i.e, for dif-
ferent lines of contact. It can be seen that the maximum
tangential strains occur approximately at the center of the
line of contact. At that point, the transverse strains have their
(negative) minimum. That means that th depthwise tension
is accompanied by a lengthwise contraction.

It has to be pointed out that the scales used in Fig, 8 for
the transverse and tangential strains cliffer in about on
magnitude. The transverse strains are relatively small and are
equal to about 5 percent of the maximum tangential strains.
This is an effect of the relatively short line of contact cem-
pared to the total face width; so the unloaded ends of the
teeth largely obstruct the transvers strains,

The principal stresses received by a combined evaluation
of the tangential, transverse, and rosette strains are plotted
for the pinion in Fig. 9. The arrows qualitatively show the
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fig. S- Distribution of the tangential and transverse strains over the Facewidth
at the pinion {torque Tj = 8000 Nrn).

magnitude and orientation of the (absolute) greater principal
stresses. It is obvious that in each mesh position the stresses
are directed toward. one common point. This point is located
approximately at the oenter o.f the corresponding line of con-
tact. That. means that the maximum stress in each position
is oriented approximately in the depthwise direction. There-
fore, the real tension status can be closely approximated by
straight bending. if only the maximum stresses are of interest.
The calculation methods, which are based on such a straight
bending, seem to' represent a good approximation. The same
results were found for the gear.

In Fig. 10, the stress distribution over the facewidth and
for the whole contactcyde is plotted for the pinion and the
mating gear. These measurements were made with the
original rating position of the contact pattern. The pinion tor-
que was 8000 Nm. which corresponds approximately to the
fatigue limit of an equivalent case hardened gear set.

Looking first at the pinion it can be seen that the contact
begins at the 'toe with light load (mesh position 0; correspon-
ding lines of contact see fig. 9). After that, the stresses
gradually increase while the stress concentration shifts toward
the heel. The maximum stress appears in mesh position 4,
nearly in the middle of the face width (see the hatched area).
At this position, a nearly symmetric stress distribution over
the facewidth is observed. Subsequently, the stresses decrease
until the heel goes out of contact.

The corresponding plot for the gear looks quite different.
We observe an extensive area of compressive stresses at the
beginning of the contact (see screened Held). These stresses
are caused by the loading of the neighboring tooth. They
amount to about 35 percent of the maximum tensile stress,
i.e, in 'this region there is an alternating loading in the root
of gear. On the pinion. only a small area of compressive
stresses is found amounting Ito about IS percent of the max-
imum tensile stress.

Corresponding to the position of the line of contact. the
tensile stresses at the gear first appear at the toe and then
extend gradually over the facew.idth. The maximum stresses
appear in mesh positions 4 and S. Both have about the same
amount and they are located at midfacewidth, respectively,
shifted somewhat toward the heel.

1 ,6 Gear technology
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fig. 9- Value (qualitatively) and orientation of the absolute greater prin-
cipal stresses.

In general, the plotted stress curve for the gear is flatter
than for the pinion. In the test gear set, the maximum stress
at the gear was about 25 percent lower.

Load Distributi.on With Multiple Teeth Contact
The total contact ratio of spiral bevel gears normally ex-

ceeds a value of .2. That means that there are always two"
sometimes three, teeth in mesh simu.ltaneously. The tangen-
tial force is distributed on two or three teeth.

The influence of load distribution on the tooth root stresses
was determined by measurements with single and multiple
tooth contact.

Fig. 11 shows the stress curve for single (broken line) and
mult:iple tooth contact (full line) plotted across the face width.
In mesh positions 2 and 6, there are two pairs of teeth in con-
tact and the load is distributed almost equally. If one tooth
is removed (by milling) the stresses at the root of the remain-
ing tooth increases to about twice the value with double con-
'tact. With mesh position 4, where three pairs of teeth are
simultaneously in contact, the root stresses in the case of
single contact are about the same as with multiple contact,

The teeth before and behind, having short lines of contact
only, carried a very small portion of the total load." As the
maximum stress occurs in this position, it can be stated that
a high theoreticalcontact ratio (in case of the test gears "'"
2.8) does not essentially reduce the maximum tooth root
stresses.

In Fig. 12, the percentages of load carried by one tooth
in the course of the contact is plotted. The load is smoothly
taken over from the tooth before (V) and given further to
.the tooth behind, and there is a short period of time when
tooth (M) has to carry nearly the total load (for Ithis exam-
ple about 98 percent).

"The complete distribution of root stresses in the loaded area is much more
complicated than can be described by Fig. 11. So tensile and compressive
tooth rool stresses overlap each other when the teeth before and behind carry
a portion of the total load. This has 10 be taken into account with r~drd
to the load capacity. Moreover. it has to be considered that the length of
the line of contact is increased if the total load is applied to one pair of teeth
only. The results in fig. 12 include this more detailed consid ration.
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Fig. lO-Stress distribution over facewidth and time of contact (torque T] = 8000 Nm).

Influence of Pinion and Gear Displacements
on the Tooth Root Stress

Fig. 13 shows the definitions for the various relative
displacements between pinion and wheel. All these
displacements can be exactly adjusted in the test rig. As an
example, the influence of an axial displacement of the pinion
(fill) on the tooth root stresses shall be discussed. The results
were achieved with a gear set having a usual length and posi-
tion of the contact pattern.

Fig. 14 shows the contact patterns occurring when the
mounting distance of the pinion was varied. It is easy to
recognize that the light load contact pattern shifts appreciably
axially and also in the depthwise direction.

[f the discrete lines of contact arising from loading the teeth
in the different mesh positions are combined, the contact pat-
tern for the loaded flank is obtained. This pattern tends to
move in the same way as with a light load, but the amount
of the displacement is smaller. Even if the extreme positions
(fv)- ± 0, 8mm} are considered, the contact patterns under
load nearly cover the total facewidth. On the other hand,
quite a different load pattern in the depthwise direction is
obtained.

Fig. n - Stress distribution across the facewidth at the pinion root in case
of single and multiple tooth contact (torque T1 = 4000 Nm).

1B Gear Technology

Fig. 14 indicates that the stress at the end of the teeth is
strongly influenced by these displacements. Fig. 15
demonstrates this for the pillion in mesh position 6. At that
moment. the corresponding line of contact is positioned
toward the heel. The curves indicate that there is a large in-
crease in stress for the position of fvl- - 0, 8, i..e. when the
contact pattern is shifted toward the heel. Compared to the
stress curve for the nominal contact pattern, (full line in fig.
15) the increase is in the order of 60 percent.

When evaluating this effect, one has to consider that the
maximum stress over the whole time of contact does not ap-
pear at the moment shown in Fig. 15 (see Fig. 10).

To give a more general view in Fig. 16, the stresses were
compared for those mesh positions where the maximum
stresses occur ..These maximum stress positions always are
observed in mesh positions 4 or 5; i.e. when the lines of con-
tact are positioned approximately in midfacewidth, As shown
in Fig. 11, the tooth has to carry nearly the total load at that
moment. Hence, it follows that in spite of the displacements,
and although the centers of the contact patterns are spread
over a wide range, the point of stress concentration is hard-
ly moved from midfacewidth, On the pinion, this area of

fig. 12-Loa.d distribution onto meshing teeth in multiple teeth contact (torque
Ti = 4000 NmL



Fig. 13- Definitions of relative displacements between pinion and wheel

maximum stress is quite narrow. This observation cor-
responds with experience from a large number of damage
cases at bevel or hypoid gears in service. Nearly always the
cracks started at the pinion teeth in the middle of the face
width.

Due to the axial displacement of the pinion ( tvl), the max-
imum stresses vary in a range of about 16 percent for the
gear and 20 percent for the pinion.

Fig. 17 covers a summary of the influences of the other
displacements, defined in Fig. 13. For this comparison, the
stress distribution curves were evaluated in the same way as
shown in Fig. 15. From such curves, the maximum stresses
were taken. [t becomes obvious that axial displacements of
the pinion (fvl) and misalignments (offset) of the axes (fa)
have the strongest influence. Deviations of the shaft angle
(fd and of the mounting distance of the wheel (f~2) have a
minor influence.

Further, one can see that the pinion stresses are always
higher than the gear stresses. Of course, this effect is partly
due to the design of the present test gear set, but obviously
the main reason is the special load distribution over the line

Fig, 14- Contact patterns for different axial displacement of the pinion.

Fig. 15 - Stress distribution due to axial displacement of the pinion.

Pig, 16- Maximum tooth root stress for various pinion mounting distances.

of contact. Previous measurements have shown that the load
is more or less concentrated at the outer end of the line of
contact Ear all displacements. For a left-hand spiral on the
pinion, the outer end of the line of contact is located at the
pinion tip and near the root of the gear (see lines of contact
in Fig, 14). Therefore, very different bending arms are act-
ing at the pinion and the gear, and the root stress differs cor-
respondingly. It is intended to continue investigations on this
interrelationship between load distribution and different
relative deviations and deflections of the gears.

Moreover, it was found that a shifting of the contact pat-
tern toward the toe (positive values of fvl and fa) results in
a decrease of pinion root stress. In case of the variation of
fvl' this is accompanied by an increase of the gear root
stresses. For the test gear set, optimum conditions were
achieved for a (light load) contact pattern shifted approx-
imately 2S percent of the facewidth toward the toe.

Nearly the same conditions, according to contact pattern
and root stresses, were obtained by an offset deviation of
fa"" +0.5 mm.
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Fig. 17-Influence of relative displacement between pinion and wheel on tooth root stresses,

Of course, the quantitative results referring to the relation-
ship between the amount of displacement and the amount
of stress increasing or decreasing are influenced by the special
rigidity and mounting conditions of the test stand. This test
rig is very rigid; therefore, the deflections under load are quite
small. Since larger displacements, which for instance might
correspond to weak aluminum housings, can be adjusted, also
results valid for weak mounting conditions are achieved. For
this the range of displacements. adjusted for the measure-
ments, as shown in Fig. 17, was chosen so wide that it ex-
ceeds the amount of deflection which usually might appear
even in very weak configurations,

These results give a survey on the behavior of the test gear
set under different working conditions ..And as these results
are intended to be a basis for the verification of theoretical.
calculations by finite element method, (e.g. the research work
"Kegelradkette" of the Technical University Aachen) they can
make a contribution to an improvement of the calculation
of load carrying capacity of bevel gears in general.

Summary
A method for the experimental examination of tooth root

stresses on spiral bevel gears. has been described .. The prin-
cipal stresses were derived from strip strain gages and strain
gage rosettes measurements.

Same basic results, referring to the stress distribution over
the root fillet and along the faeewidth and to the load distribu-
tion between the meshing teeth, have been discussed. It was
found that the maximum stresses appear approximately at
the middle of the facewidth, if the total. load is carried by

20 Gear Technology

one pair of teeth. This result was hardly influenced by dif-
ferent positions of the contact patterns due to various
displacements between pinion and wheel. The maximum
stresses were always observed in (approximately) midface-
width.

The maximum differences in root stresses could be achieved
by varying the mounting distance of the pinion and the off-
set between the axes of pinion and gear. Differences up to
about 20 percent in maximum stress were observed.

Cornman experience was confirmed on the test gear set:
under light load the contact pattern should be displaced
somewhat towards the toe. In this case, balanced stresses with
relative low values on pinion and wheel were observed.
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Rd, West Carrollton, 014 45449.

(513),859-6273. Ask for our QC
Master Gage brochure.

M&M PFIECISIDN
SYSTEMS



DYNAMIC ANAL YS[S OF STRAIGHT
(continued from page 12)
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Fig. 9-Comparison of Tip Displacements for Thin and Tapered Beam
Models.
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Fig. lO-Finite Element Model of an Involute Tooth Form.
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Fig. ll-Radial Displacement of Involute Tooth.

Fig. 12- Transverse Displacement of Involute Tooth .
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The State of the Art...
HURTH CNC HARD CEA

T,n,eHURTHI hard fliinishin,gprocess is an ,entirely
new approachtogear manufacture and fiinis:hingl
because it enables the manufacturer to alter the
geometry of the teeth whil!e smoothing' the tooth
flanik surfaces of external andl internalli hardened
gears. This processean correct errors in p:rofille,
spacing and leadas well as such pa'rametersas
radial runout; pitch and cumulative pit,ch. The
end product isa more accurate, smoother"
quieter~running gear.

To accomplish this, the tool flan k and the work
gear flank being machiined are posiUvely guided
in such a way that the workpiece and tool are
riglidly linked duriiing machining with the tool

performiing a, pllunge-feed motion for stock
rem ova II. AU right~handflanks arefinishedi first.
The macnlne then reverses and finishes. left~
hand flanks. This singl:e-flank contact means no
broken-out tool teeth due, to workpiece def,ects
and permits. correction or "redesign" of the
workpiece gear dur,ing finishing'.

The tool, either IBorezon" or ceramlc, is condi-
tlonsdand profUedforthe work gear geometry
and deslred stock removal by usingl a coated
dr'essing master. Dressing takes no lon,ger than
the time requlredto finish one workpiece and
'each dressing removes a minima'il amount of
material from the tool surfaces.



~ FINISHING MACHINES

The hard fin1shlng process ,gives the widest range
01 applications ot aU post-hs'rdening gear finishing
methods. Adjacent shoulders or collars rarely pose
serious ,proO/'ams,

ThislHustration' shows ale tool tinlshlng the wor/(-
piece gear andtha external mast,er~gear,sengaged
to control the oper,atlon.

Other adv,antages o,f the process:
• .AGMA, Glass 14 achievable,
• Definitely no grindingl bums.
• Tool marks run diagonally to '9'ea'r

diameter.
• Permii,ts ma,c!hiininglof gear teeth adlacent

to shoulder:s.,
• eQuipment is ideal for automated work

handlliing.

Please w,r;te or phone for details on this
,revolutionary new prooess,

STARCUTSUP'PLIED PRODUCTS
FOR PRODUCTI,VITY
Star Machline T,ools
Standalrd and CNC Hob Sharpeners
ShapeI' Cutter Sharpeners
Standalrd 'Gun Dlril'ling Machines
eNC Drill and Reamer Sharpene'rs
K'eyseaters

Sta,r Cutt;l:ng Tools
Hobs
Forrn- FI'eliev,ed Cutters
Gun IDrlills
Gun Reamers
Ke,yseat Cutters

'G,old Star Coatiilngs

Hurth Mac'hil,ne Tools
Standard & Automatic K,eyway and

Slot lMiliingllMachines
Automat:ic S:pline Shaft lMiliingl

Machines
CNC Preclslon IBoringl and Mining

lMachin'es - -
CNC G,ear Hobbingl Machines
CNC G,ear Shaving Machings,
Shaving cutter Grinding iMac'hin,es
Gear Testlnq Machines
CNIC GearTooth ChamferingliMachines
'Gear D'eburringl Machines
CNC Hard G,ear Finishing Machines

Stieber Precision, Cllamp'iing Tooll's
Planlring IFII:exible Machining

Systems, -
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The Design and Manufacture
of Plastic Gears

Part II

Machining, Installation and Gear Sound Measurement

by
John H. Chen and Frank M. Juarbe

The Polymer Corporation
Reading, Pennsylvania ]9603

A8STRACT
Advancements in machining and l155embly tedllliqlles of ther-

moplastic gearing alollg with llMV desigll data lias lead to ill creased
useRge of polyrm>rtr materials. lniormation all state of tire art
methods in fabricatrOfl of plastic geC/ring is preselltt>d and the im-
portance of a prop!?r backlash allowance at irlstalll.ltioll is discussed.
Under controlled coruiiiion», cast nylon gears show 8-14 dBA. lower
liaise level than three other gear materials tested.

Introduction
In Part I, which was presented in the May/June issue of

Gear Technology. the latest design parameters for endurance
strength as a function of diametral pitch, pressure angle, pitch
line velocity, lubri.cation and life cycles were reported.

Machined gears of cast or extruded thermoplastics (such
as nylons, acetals, and UHMWPE) ranging in size from 50
mm to over 2 meters (2"-84") in diameter are increasingly
used for power transmission applications. The plastic gear
blanks are machined to required dimensions and then cut by
bobbing. shaping, form milling or other methods.
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Some information pertaining to machining plastic gearing
is available.(l-41 Most metal working equipment can be
adapted or modified to fabricate plastic gearing.

Over the years, empirical data in improved techniques lor
machining plastics has developed. The improvements in
manufacturing and installation, along with new design data
resulted in increased utilization of polymeric materials and
in prevention of premature failures.

Tools and techniques for machining plastics are illustrated.
Emphasis is placed on variations between ma!:hining plastic
and metal gears. The importance of proper installation and
backlash allowance are discussed.

low acoustic impedance(51 and sound dampening
characteristics make thermoplastic gearing a choice in com-
bating industrial noise pollution. Sound measurements were
conducted on cast nylon 6, bronze, phenolic and cast iron
gears, and the results reported.

Plastic Gear Construction and Fabrication
Extruded or cast gear blanks arc produced sufficiently over-

size to allow for machining to the finished dimensions of the
gear.

Gears up to 20 ern (8") outside diameter are often con-
structed entirely of extruded thermoplastic or cast nylon;
however, consideration must be given to the gear configura-
tion and type of service. For plastic gear rings exceeding 20
em in diameter, or for gears in relatively severe service. it
is suggested that a metal hub be utilized. The inside diameter
of the gear ring blank must be machined accurately to match
the frame diameter. allowing an interterence .fit when as-
sembled. In addition, the plastic gear ring must be securely
bolted to the frame to prevent movement.

Gellera~ Machi.ning
Normally, standard metal working equipment can be ef-

fectively used for machined thermoplastic gears. Therefore,
machining techniques for engineering plastic gears are simile r
to those employed for metals; however. there are several im-
portant differences due to certain characteristics of polymeric
materials. For optimum results, certain characteristics unique
to thermoplastic must be recognized and allowances for these
made. One of these characteristics is the generation of fric-



tional heat. Generated heat must be kept to a minimum or
removed by coolants. Tools must be kept sharp and provided
with generous clearances. In general, very high speeds with
relatively Jow feeds produce the best results. Also, polymers
exhibit a relatively low modulus of elasticity and are rather
flexible when compared to metals. Provision must be made
to prevent flexing of stock away from the cutting tools, and
damping or gripping pressures must be held to a minimum.
Clamping pressures and fixtures must not overstress the
material, yet must be adequate to prevent chatter. Between
rough and finish machining, a 24 to 48 hour normalizing at
room temperature is a popular procedure. Large plastic parts
such as gear rings and or gear segments must be securely
fastened to a metal hub or frame prior to final machining.

Tolerances of plastic gears must be liberal in comparision
to metals. As an example, a 25.4 mm (I") diameter bore
might be specified for a tolerance of +0.05 mm (±O.OO2").
Variations in plastic materials must be considered when
developing specifications for gears.

Drilling and Reaming
Drilling holes in plastic can cause difficulties not normally

encountered with metals. The melting point of engineering
thermoplastics in the range of 175 to 265 C (347! 510DF) is
considerably lower than metals, so the use of dull drills or
drilling "dry" must be avoided. The use of adequate coolant
with frequent withdrawal of the drill to prevent chip build-
up will prevent this potential problem. Fig. 1 and Table 1
show typical drill design and speed in RPM for drilling
plastics. Normal feed rates are 0.1-0.4 mm (0.004" to 0.015··)
per revolution. Large diameter holes are usually machined
in two or more stages.

The relative softness of plastic materials require the use of
oversize reamers to allow for close-in of the hole. Speed and
feed rates should approximate those used for drilling, with
a minimum removal of 0.12 to 0.25 mm (OJ)OS"..o.010"). The
use of coolant will also aid in improving surface finish.

M" lIS· ..~ ~Chisel Edge

1 '-W Area
Ground To

"...r" Cutting Thin Web
Lip

16· -I
- ,

I.,ip RHliel
Angle

A - Ground Cullins Lip
(Dubbed Off)

P,oml Antlle

~!JOI'.118· B - Reduced Chisell Edgt!
(Lip Poinl)

45"·59·

Helix
AnRht

C - Drill Poinl Angle
D - Lip, Rel:ief Angle

Fig.1 Drill Design

Tabl'e 1: Drilll Speed' S'lze Chart

Drllll Sizes
(USAS 991\.11 196,7), 'RPM

No. 60 thru 33 5,000 I

32 !hru 17 3,000
I

16 Ihru 1 2,500

1.6 mm (1'/1S") 5,000

3.2 mm (116M
) 3,000

4.8 mm (3/16") 2,500

6.4 mm (1/4") 1,700
S,.O mm (5/1'6") 1'.700

9.5 mm (3/S") 1'.300
11.1 mm (7/16") 11,000

12.7 mm (112") 1.000

A Ihru D 2,500

E thru M 1.700
N thru Z 1,300

SIDE

End Cutting Edge Angle I- t
Nose Radius_=;:...~~/~l~::u.t-/tl_L.i.'''''''LI.' '.:..t..'-LI,,-

TOP'
Side Rake Angle Back. Ra"k~An~le

--1-- ~'I==~--~~~rrn-r~j' -r-\ , W.
Side Relief Angle I \ _

End Relief Angle
Section AA'~ \

F.RONT

Fig. 2 Cutting Tool Design

Negative back rake angle'
and ample end relief anglo
are essential characteristics
or this turning 1001

+=-
2" 1.

1

II \6"·t-\-, /\ 20 S·
I .O=:=·.=-· -- '.1,5

Fig. J Cutting Tool Design
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Turrung and Boring
Plastic blanks are usually machined atcutting speeds of

600 to 900 surface n. per minute. Roughing cuts up to 10
mm (3/S")at 0.4 mm feed (0.15" per revolution, and
firlishing cuts 1.5-3.0 mm (1116" to liS") at 0.08-0.18 mm
(0.OO3" to 0.007") per revolution are suggested as starting
rates ..Proper damping pressure, fixturing,cutting tools and
coolant combine to result in trouble-free machining ..

Fig. 2 andS show 'typical carbide cutting tool design. Fig.
4 shows typical high speed steel cut-off tool design.

Gear Cutting
Hobbing, shaping and form milling are methods commonly

used for cutting plastic gear 'teeth. Tooling and Hxtures should
be similar to those used for metal gears. Standard high speed
steel cutters (.an be used satisfactorily te cut. gear teeth in
plastics. Carbide hobs, however, will exhibit longer eutnng
life and are preferred for long production runs and for gears
with many teeth. Selection of appropriate speeds and feeds,
for milling or nobbing plastics will depend largely on judge-
mentgained from experience. Suggested feeds and speeds are
offered in Table 2 only as a.guide to what may be considered
ordinary practice. Table 3 is a checklist describing various
machining diHiculties and causes ..

Gear finishing operat.ions such as shaving, grinding, hon-
ing or lapping are normally not utilized for plastic gears. The
tooth surface finish from gear hobbing and/or shaping is ade-
quate for most applications precluding the need tor subse-
quent finishing.

Installation and Backlash Allowance
Properly designed, manufactured and installed plastic gear-

ing work well in practice and will show minimal wear ..
One of the most frequent design errors made in conver-

ting from a metal gear to a plastic gear is not allowing suffi-
cient backlash. Insufficient backlash in plastic gearing can
cause heat buildup and tooth deflection whichlead to in-
terferenceand premature failures induding wear, pitting,
tooth profile deformation and melting(S).

Backlash of metal gearing was established using generally
recognized tolerances for gear tooth and center distances, and
lubricating film thickness. For plastic gearing, in addition,
thermal expansion in tooth thickness, elastic deflection and
creep deformation of the teeth at operating temperatures are

I

i Table 2: Gear CUttIng Speeds and Feeds

CUttIng Surfece
Method Cutting Speed Feed Rete

Hobbing 3.05-4.57 m/s 1.5-3.0 mm/rev.
(600-900 fl.lmin.) (0.060 "-0.120 "/rev.)

Shaping 0.9-1.0 m/s .13-.25 mm/stroke
(175-200 fl./min.) (0.005w-O.Ol0"/stroke)

Milling 3.05-4.57 m/s 75-200 mm/min,

I

(~900 fl./min.) (3"-a"/min.)
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:Fig. 4 - Cut-Off Tool Design

signiticant enough to be taken into consideration,
The following formula can be utilized to calculate the

necessaryoperating backlash for thermoplastic gearing in
open air systems.

Backlash Allowance
= O.100"/P
where P = dlarnetral pitch

Eq. (1)

ln an enclosed system, thermal expansion of pitch radius
due to temperature increase in the gear box is to be added
to the backlash allowance, then:

Backlash Allowance
= 0.100" /P + 1.82 Dp • .0.T xlO-S

where Dp = pitch diameter
Eq. (2)

The backlash allowance is provided in 'order of preference,
by center distance .adjustment,or by tooth thinning of the
mating metal gears, or by tooth thinning of the plastic gears,
or by a~y combination of the three.

\!Vhen installing thermoplastic gears, care must be taken
to insure 'that the gear mesh has been checked for theap-
propriare backlash prior to operating the gear system .. It is
suggested that the plastic gear and the mating gear be check-
ed at 90° intervals through one complete rotation to insure
both gears are running true and are not mounted on ~nt
shafts or defective bearings,

Gear Sound Measurement
Gear noise is a problem .in many industries, but complex

factors are involved in noise generation, The design of the
entire system, for example, must be thoroughly investigated
'to isolate noise sources which can then. be addressed with sup-
pression techniques.

Thermoplastic gearing involves three acoustic implications.
First, a plastic Imetal. gear mesh will generate much lower im-
pact noise than a metal/metal gear mesh, due to sound
dampening characterisncs of polymeric materials. Secondly,
the mesh impact is further reduced by multiple pairs of teeth
sharing the load. Third, since the material has a lower
acoustic impedance', sound transmission is poor and any noise
waves generated are wen attenuated.



Sound levels of cast nylon 6 (filled with MoS2), grey cast
iron (AGMA 30)' bronze (SAE CA932A) and phenolic
laminate (ANSI! ASTM 0709'. II Grade C) ~for lOP gears
meshing with a steel driving pinion was measured in dBA
ata pitch line velocity ,of 10.2 m/s (2,000 [pm] and at diJ~
ferent torque levels, With the outer cover of the test machine
removed, a monitoring microphone was set 30.5 em (12U

)

fromthe mesh point of the gears. The center distance of the
mating gears was maintained at 88.93 mm (3.50r) for all
tests.

A sound level meter equipped with piezo-electric
microphone, which gives it a frequency range from 20. Hz

to 10 kHz was used. The sound meter has built-in A. B, and
C weighing networks and conforms Ito, 'type [I of ANS[
(American National Standard Institute) S 1.4-1971 and lEe
(Internationel Electrorechnical Commission) R 123-1961
specifications. The noise amplitude was measured as sound
pressure in dB (decible) at the A scale, which is dose to the
human ear perception. A description or tlie four-square test
machine was given in Part [ of this paper.

Sound level in dBA at different Itorque measurem nts are
Illustrated in Fig. S. When 100 inch-lbs .. torque was applied,

(continued 011 page 48)

Table 3: Machining Dlfficuhlel and CauIH

CHECK LIST

DRILLING CUmNGOFF
Dtfflculty Common cau ... Difficulty Common c.u..a

1. Incorrectly sharpened drill 1. Tool dull
Tapered hole 2. Insufficient clearance Melted surface 2. Insufficient side clearance

3. Feed too heavy 3. InsuffICient coolant supply

1. Wrong type drill 1. Feed too heavy

Burnt or mehed 2. IncorrecHy sharpened drill Rough finIsh 2. Tool improper1ysharpened
3. Cutting edge not honed

surface 3. Feed too light
1. Tool rubs during its retreat (use same4. Dnll dull

5. Web too thick Spiral marks fall on cam as rise)
2. Burr on point of tool

t. Feed too heavy i. Point angle too great
Chipping of 2. Clearance too great 2. Tool not perpendicular 10 spindle
surfaces 3. Too much rake (thin web 8S described) Concave or convex 3. Tool deflecting (UI8 negative rake)

t. Too much clearance surfaces 4. Feed too heavy
2. Feed too light 5. Tool mounled above or below cent.r

Chaner 3. Drill overhang too great 1. Poinl angle not great enough
4. Too much rake (thin web as described) Nibs or burrs at 2. Tool dull or nol honed

cut-off poInl 3. Feed too heavy
Feed marks or t. Feed 100 heavy Burrs on outside t. No chamf.r before cut-offspIral lines on 2. Dnll not centered diameter 2. Tool dull
inside dIameter 3. Dnll ground off-center

TURNING & BORING
1. Dnll ground off-center 1. Tool dull or heel TuDblng2. Web too thick I

Melted surface 2. Insufficient side clearance
Oversize holes 3. Insufficient clearance 3. Feed rate 100 slow

4. Feed rate 100heavy 4. Spindle speed too fast
5. Pomt angle too great
1. Dnll dull i, Feed too heavy

IUndersIZe holes 2. Too much clearance 2. Incorrect clearance angles
Rough finish 3. Sharp point on tool3. Pomt angle too small (slight nose radius required)

1. Feed too heavy 4. Tool not mounted on center I

2. Spindle speed too slow t. No chamfer provided at sharp comers
3. Drill enters next piece too tar Burns at 2. Tool dull

Hal.. not 4. Cut-off 1001 leaves nib, which deflects dril edge of cut 3. Insufficient side clearance
concentric 4. Lead angle not provided on tool (tool

5. Web too thick should ease out of cut gradually.
8. Drill speed too heavy at the slart not suddenly)
7. Dnll not mounted on center 1. Too much positive rake on tool
8. Drill not sharpened correctly (use negative rake)

Cracking or 2. Tool not eased into cut, Cut-off tool dull chIpping of (tool suddenly hltl work)

Burr at cut-off 2. Drill does not pass completely corners 3. Dull tool
4. Tool mounted below center

through piece 5. Sharp poinl on 1001
,. Feed 100 light (sllghl nose radius required)

Rapid dulling 2 Spindle speed too faat i. Tool much nose radius on 1001
of drill 3. Insufficient lubrication from cooIanl 2. Tool not mounted solidly enough

Chaner 3. Matenal not supported properly
4. Width of cut too wide (use two cuts)
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Longitudinal Load, Distribution Factor
of Helical 'Gears- - - -

T. Tobe, Professor
K. Inoue, Associate Professor

Facuhy of Engineering, Toheku University,
Sendai, Japan

This paper deals with the longitudinal load distribution and the
bending moment distribution ofa pair of helical gears with a known
total alignment error, The load distribution along the contact lines
is calculated by the finite element method based on the plate theory
including transverse shear deformation. Empirical formulas for both
longitudinal load distrrbution factor and bending moment distribu-
tion factor are proposed for practical use. The load distribution factor
in AGMA 218.01 is examined, and it is concluded that the load
distribution factor is dose to the calculated results if the value of
unity is taken as the 'transverse load distribution factor.

Introdudion
The contact lines of a pair of helical gears move diagon-

ally an the engaged tooth faces and their lengths consequently
vary with the rotation of the gears. The load distribution
along the contact lines is one of the most important factors
for gear design, and some investigators have analyzed this
problem.

Hayashi'!' and Niemann and Schmidt(2) solved numeric-
ally integral equations to obtain the load distribution,
Niemann and Richter(ll proposed an experimental formula
of the load distribution which was obtained by the
photoelastic method. Conry and Seireg(41 developed a
mathematical programming technique to estimate the load
distribution and to obtain optimum profile modification.
Kubo and Umezawa(SI obtained tooth bearings by means of
the finite diHerenc.e method. The authors developed a finite
element technique based on the plate theory including the
transverse shear deformation to calculate the deflection of
gear teeth, (6) then estimated the longitudinal load distribu-
tion factor KH,B and determined the optimum amount of arc
shaped crowning for both spur gears(1J and helical gears
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In a previous artide(8l, the longitudinal load distribution
factor was defined as the ratio of the maximum load intensity
to the average load on the contact lines at the worst posi-
tion. Although the definition is logical, it is difficult to foresee
the worst position. The average load is, therefore, generally
unknown and the load distribution factor in the previous
article is inconvenient Ior the practical use in gear design,
In this article, this weak point is improved by introducing
the average load an the contact lines of the minimum length.
Formulas tor both load distribution factor and bending
moment distribution factor are proposed, A comment is also
given on 'the transverse load distribution factor in AGMA
2UI.01(9l.

Assumptions for the Calculation of the Load Distri.butions
The load distributions discussed in this article are for the

involute helical gears which are generated by the basic rack
(pressure angle = 20 deg, whole depth = 2.2Sm" and the
radius of tip corner = O.375m,,) recommended in ISO
53-1974 as well as J[5 B 1701-1973 ..

Although the 'tooth of helical gears is essentially twisted,
the eHect of twist on the flexibility 'of tooth and the bending
moment is assumed to be negligible. The thrust component
of transmitted load is also. assumed to be neglected. Accord-
ing to the assumptions, the cantilever plate with the flexural
rigidity of the tooth is adopted as an adequate model. The
plate is approximately represented by assembling 12 (in the
direction of tooth height) x 21 max (in the direction of face



width} rectangular elements whose thicknesses vary linearly
in the direction of tooth height. The deflection of the plate
was calculated by FEM including both the transverse shear
deformation and the deformation at the elastic built-in edge
of the plate(6). Since the helical gear tooth does not have full
thickness near the end of tooth trace, the thickness at the cen-
troid of element is adopted to estimate the flexibility at the
part of tooth. The characteristic of a helical gear tooth is
mainly involved in the inclination of the contact lines. In the
middle plane of a tooth, the angle {3tm between the contact
line and the tooth trace is presented by the following
expression,

tan (3fm = sin [3b tan ~t cos ~J1

where at is the transverse pressure angle. The fundamental
equations'" 8) are summarized in Appendix 2.

Variations of the Load Intensity 3iI1.d the Bending
Moment With. the Rotation of Gears

An example of the contact lines in the plane of action is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The transverse base pitch Pbl is divided
into six equal parts .. The lines with the same number are a
set of contact line and the mesh advances in numerical order.
The position of each line is indicated by the distance r along
the side of the plane of action.

The load distributions of the pair of gears: mIT = 5, zl =
Z2 = 20, [3 = 20 deg, b] = bz = 68.89 (fiJ = 1.5), were
calculated at every position of mesh shown in Fig. 1. The

variations of the maximum load Pmax and the maximum
bending moment mma~. of a tooth are shown in Fig. 2. The
transmitted load is P,,/b = 600 N/mm. The direction of
total alignment error Ffj and the rotation of gear 1 are
illustrated in the figure. The abscissa indicates the position
of the contact line, that is, rI(E" + ffj) Pbt = o and 1mean
the initiation and the end of meshing, respectively. Since a
set of contact lines whose interval is Pbl are in mesh
simultaneously, the maximum load on the contact lines and
the maximum bending moment of gear 1 vary as shown in
Fig. 3. The total length of contact lines L, the mean load Pm
and the load sharing factor ..p are also shown in the Hgure.
In the case of F{J = 0, Pm"" and MmiIX reach maximum at the
position where L is minimum. When the gears have total
alignment error, the worst meshing positions for the load
distribution are fairly close to 'the position of L = Lmin. The

.-. - -I
r·· .
i" " ' . ~
~,. ~-;,:- ~~~-'~~~~ ".~. ~-:::

Fig. 1- Contact lines on the plane of action (m" ~ 5. b ~ 68.89, Pbl ~
15.59, fa ~ 1.44)

Fig. 2 - Variations of the maximum load on a tooth (al and the maximum
bending moment (bl (m"l = 5. zl = zl = 20, (3 = 20 deg, f{1 ~ 1.5,
PII,Ibm" = N/mmz)
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worst positions for the bending moment, on the contrary,
are shifted and they do not coincide with the worst positions
for the load distribution. The worst positions r of both load
distribution and bending moment are shown in F~g.4. In the
case of Fplb = 1.0 p:m/mm, t* increases linearly with the
increase of the face width. On the contrary, t* in case of
fa1b = -1.0 J.!,mfmm is approximately constant. The in-
crease, like a step shown in th figure, means the boundary
where the worst position shifts from the region of the single-
tooth meshing to double-teeth meshing.

Longitudinal Load Distribution Factor
In the previous paper,181 the longitudinal load distribution

factor was defined as the ratio of the maximum load intensity
to the average load which was u~iformly distributed on the
contact lines at the worst position. Although the definition
is logical, the worst position may not be Foreseen and the
average load is generally unknown.

In order to improve this weak point, the following defini-
tion of the longitudinal load distribution factor is adopted
in this paper:

(2)

I(

a
E

Q.

(Q) ~e/b= 0 ~m/mm

where Pma~ is the maximum load intensity and Ptel is the
reference load intensity which is represented as follows:

Pref = p"ILmin = (P",!cos{3/J/Lmin (3)

The load distribution factor KHi3 of the pair of gears ZJ =
%2 = 20, t3 = 20 deg is shown in Fig. 5. The direction of
total alignment error had little effect on KHd• In most cases
of F{j = 0, KH{J is not equal to unity. However, KHfJ for Fjj

= o is assumed to be unity ill this paper, since the 'error is
not very significant, From the calculated results in the figure,
the following expression can be obtained:

2000 0 5 1.0

e 600~~ :Toe:e:~~~:~~~
3000 0 5 1.090

6000~--------~--------~
E (c)
E

z

04

0.5 1.0
r / (£~·£eI) Pbt

Fig.. 3-Variatiom, of the maximum load intensity Pmax (aJ. mean load Pm
and the total length of contact lines L (b), the maximum bending moment
M""", (el and the load sharing factor '" (d) of the pair of gears shown in Fig.
2. (4)

Nomenclafure

A dimensionless value in relation to the ratio of Lmin

to face width, see ,equation(S) and Appendix 1

face width, (mm)b
em load distribution factor in AGMA 218.01

Cmf = face load distribution factor in AGMA 218.01

Cmf transverse load distribution factor in AGMA
218.,01

Ffj
KI#3

Kma
Lmin

total alignment error, (/Lm)

longitudinal load distribution factor
bending moment distribution factor

minimum total length of lines of contact, (mm)

normal module, (mm)

bending moment at the root per unit length (N
mm/mm)

mil

M

p load intensity or tooth normal load per unit length
of the contact line (N /mm)

Pbl = transverse base pitch (mrn)

Pn = tooth normal load in the normal plane, (N)

P"I = tooth normal load in the transverse plane, (N)

z = number of teeth

a" normal pressure angle, (deg)
(3 helix angle, (deg)

base helix angle, (deg)

transverse contact ratio
ffJ overlap ratio

r distance from the initiation of meshing to the posi-
tion of contact line, (mm)

1/1 = load sharing factor

Subscripts 1 and 2 represent pinion and gear, respectively,
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Fig. 4-Worst position r* of helical g iUS in relation to load intensity {al
and bending moment (b)

where ClH is estimated from the value of KHIJ for IFlil/b
1.0 p.m/mm. Introducing the dimensionless value

(5)

equation (2) is transformed as follows:

(6)

KHII* for IFpl/b = 1.0 p.m/mm is shown in Fig. 6. The rela-
tion between CXH - {KH/I IFill/I> ~ 1.o..JP"tlbm" andfll is
shown in Fig, 7 and the following expression can be derived
fOfffJ ~1.0:

Promequations (4) to (7), the approximate expression of KHIJ
for the pair of gears of {3 = 20 deg is obtained. In the same
way, similar expressions for gears of {3 = 10 deg and 30 deg
are obtained. These are arranged and the empirical formula
is finally determine-d as follows:

(
.cP/EJ+8.77 )

K.1fJ = 1.00+ I A -1.00 (IF~ l/blLl

.,jPn,lbm. (8)
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- -- "aO•5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.!I

Fig. 5-Longitudinal load distribution factor KHd

Fig. 6 - Modified load distribution factor KH/ of gears Z I = Zz = 20 wi th

the effective alignment error IFailb - 1.0 j).m/mm

Fig. 7 - Value of a H (aH = {KHI/1IFt! 1& _ 1.0 ..jp mIbm"J



fig. 8 - Effect of gear ratio on the load distribution factor

The formula is valid for gears of %1 = %2 = 20, 10 deg
~13 ~30 deg, 1.0 ~f.ll ~2.5; 80 ~P ..t/bm" ~160 N/mm2
with the restriction that the value in the first parentheses of
expression(8l is positive. The maximum error is about 5 per-
cent ,except for the geiLrs 'of narrow face width.

An 'example of the effect of gear ratio on I<H6 is shown
in Fig,S. It is obtained for the gears with the 'total alignment
error ,of IF.IIl!b - 0.5 and 1..0' IL/mm. The transmitted load
is P,,!bm" = 80 to 160 N I mm.:z The effect shown in the
figure is rather significant. It is the reason that the reference
load of gears wi,th huger number of teeth is Ijght since the
Lmm is proportional to the transverse contact ratio Ea' The
maxim~m load intensity 1"rrw<' however. is not strongly in-
fluenced by gear ratios. For example, "mal! of gears z] = 20
and Z2 = 100 is only about 5 percent greater than, that of
gears %1 = %1 = 20.

The effect ,of shaft stiffness for straddle- and overhung-
mourned gears on the load distribution factor has already
been reported.(S) The load distribution can be estimated
from the resultant error which is the sum ·of 'the initial align-
ment error and ,the additional alignment 'error due to shaft
dellection, The formula, (81therefore. is valid for straddle-
and o,verhu:ng-mountedgears by substituting the resultant
error into Ffj.

The comparison between KH6 of the present method and
Ithe load distribution factor em in AGMA 218.01 is shown
in Table 1. The value of AGMA 218.01 (t'he stiffness G =
1.4 x 10" M-Pa is used) are dose to the caiculated results.
especiaUy in the case of (3= 20 deg,

'Comments ,on the Transverse load
Distribution Fade))' in AGMA 21S.m

In AGMA 218.01. the load distribution factor Crn is de-
fined by the product of the transverse load distribution fac-
'tor Crn! and the face load distribution facto·r Crnf.

(9)

II ,Ellplrlcll f01"llUla (8) IZI • lO. Z'2' • ,lO)

~~/ .. ~~·~a~·~I~.D~~ __ ~1.~5__ 4-~~2~.~0~+-~;2~.5~~
I ~t<~..:~b~~0~.S~~1~.O~_O~.~5+-~I~.O~~O~.S~~I'~01-~O~.5~171~.~O~"'.8 • 80 1.81 Z.87 1.95 3.18 2.41 4.24 2.57 4.61

1.70 2.,60 2.07 3.45 ,2.20' 3.76,10· 120 1.58 2.34

1. 36 1.83 l.3'8 1. 88
1.21 1.49 1.23, 1.S3
1.13 1.29 1.14 1.33

160 1.45 2.03 1.54 2.25 1.87 2.99 1.911 3.26
80 1.54 2.25 1.59 2.35 1.89 33M 1.96 3.21

IS· 120 1.36 1.84 1.40 1.92 1.64 2.48 1.70 2.62
160 1.26 1.59 1.29 1.'66 1.50 2.1S 1.55 2.21
80 1.41 1.93

120 1.25 1.58
160 1.16 1.31

1.42 1.97
1.27 1.61
1.17 1.40

1.63 2.46 1.68 2.;55
1.44 2.01 1.47' 2.09
1.32 1.74 I.lS LSI

20·

80 1.31 1.72
120 1.18 loCI
160 1.09 1.22

1.32 1.74

1.18 1.42
LID 1.23

1.48 2.10 1.50 2.16
1.31 1.71 i.n 1.16
1.21 1.48 1.23, 1..53

25"

80 1.24 1.55
120 1.12 1.27
160 1.04 1.10

1.24 1.56
1.12 1.27
1.04 1.10

30·

(2) AliMA 218 01

~FI '8 0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5~,,"~0.5 1.0 0.5 1.0 ' D.5 1.0 0.5 1.0
S • 80 1.64 2.29 1. 91 2.78 2.21 3.21 2.54 3.59
10" 120 1.43 1.86 1.64 2.27 1.86 2.62 2.D7 2.93

160 1.32 1.64 US 1.91 1.64 2.27 1.81 2.54
80 1.42 I.BS 1.64 2.25 1.85 UiO 2.06 2.91

ISO. 120 1.28 1.56 1.42 1.85 1. S6 2.12 1. 71 2.38
160 1.21 1.42 lo3Z 1.64 1.42 1.85 1.53 2.06
80 1.31 1.62 1.47 1.93 1.62 2.23 1. 78 2.49

20· 120 1.21 1.41 1.31 1.62 1.41 1.83 1.52 2.03
160 1.16 1.11 1.23 1.47 1.31 1.62 1. 39 1.18

I
80 1. 24 1.48 1.36 1.12 1.48 1.9ii 1.60 2.20

25" 120 1. 16 1.32 1.24 1.48 1.32 1.64 1.40 1.80

160 1. 12 1.24 LIB 1.36 1.24 l.48 1.30 1.60
80 1.19 1.39 1.29 1.58 1.3!1 1.17 1.46 1.97

3~" 120 1.13 , .26, 1.19 1.3,9 1.26 1.52 1.32 1.64
160 1.10 1.19 1.15 1.29 1.19 1.39' 1.2' 1.48

emf is defined as the ratio of the peak load intensity to Ithe
average load. Cml is related to the load sharing. but 'the
defini.tion is not given. The value of unity is used because
standardized procedures. to evaluate the influence of em'
have not been established,

The contact stress number Sc can be represented as
follows:

In the case of mF ( ffj) > 1.0. C~ - 1.0 and mN -
FILaun. Suhsmutir\gthese values into equation. [101 the
following expression is obtained:

un
Inorder to estimate Sc on the basis of 'the maximum

tangential load wTJW(' em should equal to WII'WI: I (Wr/Lmin)
and it coincides with the definition of .1(Hfj in this paper.

If c'mf is assumed here to be defined as the ratio of the
peak load to Ithe mean load on the contact line where the
peak load exists

emf"" wmax/(~Wtm -' pmax/(~P,,/1),
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Fig. 9 - Estimated face load distribution factor em! (cd and tra nsverse load
distribution factor eml (b) of gears fj ... 20 deg, P",lbmn ... 120 Imm'21

eml is represented as follows:

where 1{1 and I denote the load sharing factor and the length of
'contact line on the tooth where wmaxexists. This idea, apart
from the propriety of equation, (12) would be consistent with
the definition of e,m which is related to the load. sharing.
Following these definitions, C~'fan..d Cmt are estimated from
the results of calculation and they are shown in Fig. 9. In
the case of s« ~ 1.0, estimated Cmf is approximately equal
to, the values of AGMA 218.01 and estimated Cmt is dose
to unity. em! in equation(]3) is, however, exactly equal to
unity only when the load distribution is uniform or the gears
are in single-tooth meshing. Consequently, in the 'case of
larger ED' estimated em' is greater than unity as shown in the
figure and. emf in equation(U} is too small in comparison
with Cmf in AGMA 218.01 because of larger emt. The
foregoing discussion, therefore. leads to the following con-
elusion: the supposed transverse load distribution factor is
not unity owing to the definition, and em,. should be taken
as unity if the formula of em in AGMA .218.01 is used to
estimate the maximum load intensity ..

8endmg Moment Distribution F.ador
In AGMA's formula, the load distribution factor for ben-

ding stress Km is equal! to the load distribution factorfor sur-
face durability Cm- In ISOs formula, no)on the contrary,the
load distribution factor for bending stress KFfj is reduced by
theexpression KFfj = KHt. The authors have reported the
bending moment distribution Factor KMfJ for spur gears(7}

36, Gear fechnology

and it was less than ISO's KF/3' ln the case of helical gears,
the meshing position where the maximum bending moment
arises is generally different hom the worst position of load
intensity as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. It shows that the rela-
tion between KHd and KM/3 has less physical meanings as
compared with the case of spur gears.

The following definition of KMfJ for the bending moment
distribution is adopted in this paper:

(14)

Mref is the reference bending moment due to the uniform
load P,/Lmin which is imaginarily distributed along the tip

(15)

where Jp is the length of moment ann and it is presented us-
ing tooth height 11, chordal thickness a.t the tip Stip' and the
normal load angle at the tip lin'

(16)

calculated KMfJ of the pair of gears:zl = Z2 = 20, ~ = 20'
deg is shown in JOig.10. The following expression can be ob-
tained from the result

(17)

Using A in equation, (51 KMfj is transformed as follows:

(18)

Fig, 10 - Bending moment distribution factor KMIJ
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40 120 160

Fig. U -Modified bending moment distribution factor KMllof gears ZI =
Zl ~. 20 with the effective alignment error IF"lib = 1.0 /Lffi/mm

KMtl" for IFI3I/,b= 0 ,~mjmm in approximately equal to O.S
and the value for If~l/,b = l..o ILm/mm is illustrated in Hg.,
11. The relation between a M = [KMtl*IIF,Bl/b _ 1.ovP',.y'bml1,
ande(j is shown in Fig. 12 and the following expression can
be derived for f:{l ~ 1.0:

(19)

Fl!'Omequations(l7) to, (19) the approximate formula of KMtl
for the pair of gears of fJ = 20. deg is obtained. In 'the same
way, similar formulas for the gears of {3= 10 deg and 30
deg are obtained and the following formula is finally
determined.

J( r - (¢...,crJ+5.05 -O.5_')·.'(IF~l/b_)J. '(2~.)-MJ=AtO•5+ rr. - u

'JP",lb.m"

The formula is valid for the gears or Zl= Zz = 2.0, 1.0 deg
~{3"-30 deg, 1.0 ~E/1 ~2.S; 8O~P~t I bm; ~160 N/mm2
with the restriction of (cPMEI3 + 5.05) I .,JPl1!.bmn - .0 ..5 >
O. The maximum error is about 6 percent 'except for a part
of light load where the err ill' exceeds 10 percent Since the
bending moment distribution factor is less than the load
distribution factor, the effect of gear ratio shown in Fig .. 8
can also be adopted in this case as the value ofthe safe side.

It should be noted that the factor KMIJ is obtained at the
worst posifion of gears with the alignment error. As the posi-
tion does not gene~ally coincide with the worst position in
the case of FIJ = A., the helical. factor Ch in AGMA strength
rating formula is still valid for the gears without the align-
ment error. The helical factor calculated by the present
method has already been shown in the previous paper!8)

Conclusions
The longitudinal load distribution on the contact. lines and

the bending moment distribution along the root of helical
gears are calculated by FEM which is based on the plate

1 '5

0.'5 1.0 1.5 2.'0
[II

Fig. 12 - Value of a ,..
M (a M = IKMD llf,Bllb - LO ";P;"I/)m,,)

theory including the transverse shear deformation.
The longitudinal load distribution factor KHI3 caused by

the effective alignment error is obtained and an empirical for-
mula of KH(j is proposed. The load distribution factor ern in
AGMA 218.01 is dose to the values calculated by the present
method ..A formula is also proposed for the estimation of the
maximum bending moment of gears with the alignment error.

A supposed definition of the transverse load distribution
factor is examined and it leads to theconclusion tha.t the
transverse load distribution factor in AGMA 218.01 should
be taken as unity if the formula of load distribution factor
C~ is used to estimate the maximum load intensity.
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Appendix.l
The rmrumum of total length of contact lines Lmin is

calculated by the foUowing equation:(ll)

(0) if frC(t,J + frc(fJ) < I,
f re(f,,)f reef oJ ),

Nh=I------
f"fJ

N"-I-frc(f,,)/f,, (~~<I)

(b) if frc(f .. ) + fre(f~) ? I.

N. _U_-_fr_cC....;Eu;;...>..;,I_I_I-_fr_C(....;EJ;;...I_'j/1=1-
'fufp
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fig. A.l- Value of Nb

where frc (X) denotes the fraction of X. The function Nb is
shown in Fig. A 1, The dimensionless value A in equation(5)
can be calculated by using Nb

(A.3)

In the case that the face contact ratio mF ( = E,gJ in AGMA
218.01 is greater than unity, the load sharing ratio mN is
defined by mN = F / Lmin• Therefore, A is expressed as
follows:

COS{3h
A=--

m,
(AA)

Appendix .2
The matrix [Hk] for gear k(k = 1, 2) is defined by wk.li'

which is the deflection at node f on the contact line due to
a unH normal load applied to node i.

(AS)

)T = transposed matrix

The deflection wlt.ii is calculated by FEM. When a pair of
teeth are in mesh, the distributed load {P} along the contact
line is related to the sum of the deflection of the teeth and
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the relative approach due to elastic contact.

[H] {P} = {w} (A6)

The elements of matrices [HJ and {w} are

(A.7)
lVt = "'1.J + \1.'~.1 + •.Ij'I~.1

where Wp, is the relative approach at node i and Gil is
Kronecke;'s delta. When some pairs of teeth I, U, ... are
in mesh matrices [HIL [HilL .. ' . are separately obtained. If
the load on a pair of teeth is assumed to have littleeffect on
the deflection of other pair of teeth, the matrix IHI inequa-
tion (A.6) is diagonally constructed as follows:

__ [IHd 0 ]
[H] = 0 (HII J (A.S)

.The equation (A.6) is solved under the following
conditions:

r;,P,=P"
s,

w,+ WOO =(r/oIOI +r/j202)Cos{3I,

P, =0

(A.9)
(node in conracr)

(node not in contact)

where s. [ttmlis the spacing at node j caused by the effec-
rive alignment error, rb is the radius of base cylinder and e
(rad) is the rotating angle of gear.

This article was contributed by the Power Transmission and Gearing Com-
mittee for presentation at the Design Engineering Technical Conference. Or-
tober, 1984 of TIle American Society of Mechcmical Engineers. Paper No.
84-DET-68.
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MATERIAL SHECTION. __
(continued from page 46)

and accuracy, and improved lubrication- rather than changes
in material- are required to solve this problem.

Scoring
In some heavily loaded or high-speed gearing, scoring may

occur under boundary HIm conditions. This is believed to
be caused by frictional heat which reduces the lubricant pro-
tection sufficiently to allow welding and tearing of the profile.

Materials selection alone will not prevent scoring; proper
lubricants and design geometry are required. This difficulty
is seldom encountered in the conventional industrial gear
drive. AGMA 217.0'1, Oct. 1967, "AGMA Injormation
Sheet - Gear Scoring Design Guide for Aerospace Spur and
Helical Power Gears" provides helpful recommendations for
avoiding scoring.
(This article will be continued in the September/October 1985 issue of GEAR
TECHNOLOGY. J

Reprinted from Modem Methods of Gear Man"fachm? 4th Edition, Published
Nationo! Broaclland Mac/rine Division of LEar Siegler. lnc., 17500 Twenty
Three Mile Rd .• MI. Clemens. MI 48044
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Factors Affecting Shaper Cutter Selection
Fellows Corp.. Emhart Machinery Group

Springfield, VT 05156

EXTERNALS
How to specify the right size
When selecting cullers for external
applications. the shaper cutter size
is primarily dependent on the type
of machine on which it will be used
A cutter should be able to clear its
cutter spindle or cutter spindle
adapter (depending on how the
cutter ISmounted) throughout its
useful hfe, Occasionally, size is
dictated by a ratio that must be
maintained with the workpiece
Sometimes, larger cutters are re-
quired to avoid Interferences cre-
ated by workpiece desiqn, work-
holding fixture, center support etc,
A shaper cutter should be only
as large In diameter and thickness
as Ihe application requires Over-
hang 01 the cutter on the culler
spindle should remain as small
as possible,

INTERNALS
Problem situations and
how to solve them
1. Inteed Trim-occurs when the
number of teeth In the cutter IS too
large in relation to the number 01
teeth in the work Tnm shows up as
a modification of the profile near the
insice diameter of one or more
hrnshed teeth as shown In Fig, 1.
This problem does not harm Ihe
cutting tool
Solution: Reduce Ihe number of
teeth In the cutter

Fig., 1.
O&RI(E,"fE,D AREAS INOtG.ITf ~
fA ;w,.rn rfr;Cl,l flHlYifO PAOfIIL.E'S
C# INrERfIi.&.1. GEAR WKtN CUTTU' rs
':ED TO DEP'Jlo!,

2. FInish Side Rub-caused by
haVing a cutler 100 large relative to
work Size, Shows up as an exces-
sive burr on Ihe lace and inside di-
ameter 01 the work from the leading
side of the cutler as shown In Fig 2
Ttus problem causes excessive
wear and load on the leading Side
of the cutter resulting In a reduction
In tool life.
Solution: Increase active p.a by
reducmq cutter diameter, reduce
number of teeth In cutter. decrease
angle of back-off prOViding rub ISnot
transferred to other Side {see Item 3}.
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last POlOtof involute contact as
shown In Fig, 3
Solution: Increase mside diam-
eter of work and/or Increase size
of cutter,

3. Infeed Rub-occurs when the
cutler is 100 large in relation to the
work or very Similar to item 2, but
only occurring when Ihe cutter IS In-
feeding, Burr produced on the m-
side diameter Will be cut away by
the lime cutter reaches full depth.
Excessive infeed rub will result In
abnormal wear on the leading Side
01 the cutter.
Solution: Same as for Item 2.

4. Rough Side Rub-caused by
the hooking action 01the cutter
teeth as they enter the uncut Side of
the work near the inside diameter
Shows up as excessive burr on the
face of the gear and the inside di-
ameter from the trailing Side of the
cutler. ThIS problem causes exces-
sive wear and/or load on the trailing
side of the culler resulting In a de-
terioration of tool life,
Solution: Increase the mside diam-
eter, increase angle of back-off pro-
Viding rub IS not transferred to other
Side (see Item 2) or decrease the
amount of back-off,

S. Involute Tooth Form Modlflca-
tlon--occurs when the mside diam-
eter of the work beIng cut IS too
close to the base Circle and/or the
cutter is too small Results In trim-
ming away of Involute prof tie to the

Finding The Maximum
Number Of Teeth For Internal
Gear Cutters
The table below may be used to de-
termine the maximum number of
teeth In a cutter for culling a speer-
fied number 01 Internal teeth
NOTE
, 10 teeth are usually considerec
to be the smallest number of teeth
In a gear shaper cutter. though In
some cases, espeeianv lor hIgh
pressure angle sphnes and serra-
tions, cutters of 5 teeth have
been used
2 The selection of number of
teeth from this table Will minimize
the problems 01 trim and rub as
shown above.
3 When cutting large internal
gears, the cutter size must be
slightly larger than the cutter Spin-
dle and/or cutter adapter during
ItS useful life
4, Internal gears having inside
diameters less than 10° of roll
from Ihe base Circle should be
given special study lor proper
cutter design,

MAXIMUM NUMBER TEETH IN CUTIER
No. 01 14.5°PA .200 PA 200 PA Stub 300 PA

Internal Teeth Full Depth Full Depth 250 PA Full Deoth Fillet Root SDlines

16 9
20 13
24 10 17
28 11 21
32 10 12 25
36 13 14 29

I 40 14 17 18 33
i 44 16 21 23 37

48 18 25 27 41
52 21' 29 32 45

I 56 24 34 36 49
60 27 38 40 53
64 30 42 45 57

I 68 33 46 49 61
72 36 50 53 65
80 44 58 62 73
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BACK TO BASICS ...

Material Selection and Heat Treatment
by

National Broach & Machine
Mt, Clemens, Michigan

Tablel-AGMA Standards Useful in
Selecting Gear Materials

Nom.nel.tuN
110.03 Gear-Tooth Wear and Failure (USAS

86.12-1964) Jan. 1962
DunblJity
21S.JI Information Sheet for Surface Durability

(Pitting) of Spur, Helical. Herringbone
and Bevel Gear Teeth Sept. 1966

217.01 lntcrrnancn Sheet·Gear Scoring Design
GUide for Aerospace Spur and Helical
Power Gears Oct. 1965

Strentth
225.Q1 Information Sheet for Strength of Spur.

Helical, Hernngbone and Bevel Gear
Teeth Dec. 1967

IntplDtIan
230.01 AGMA Standard· Surface Temper ln-

spectlon Process
M.Wfals
241.02

March 1968

Specificanon for General Industrial Gear
Materials-Steel (Drawn. Rolled and
Forged)
Cast Iron Blanks

245.01 Speehcatren for Cast Steel Gear Materials
246.01 Recommended Procedure for Carbunzed

Industrial Gearing.
247.01 Recommended Procedure for Nitridmg.

Materials and Process
248.01 Recommended Procedure for mducnon

Hardened Gears and Pinions
249.01 Recommended Procedure for Flame

Hardening.

242.02
244.02 Nodular Iron Gear Matenals

Gear materials are selected to provide
the optimum combination of properties,
at the lowest possible cost consistent with
satisfying other requirements. Some of
the important physical properties of
gears are abrasion or wear resistance,
toughness, static compression strength,
shear strength, fatigue strength, and
strength at elevated temperatures.

Because of widely varying require-
ments, gears are produced from a wide
variety of materials ..These materials in-
clude plastics such as nylon, powdered
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Jan. 1965
Sept. 1946
July 1965
Jan. 1964

Jan. 1965

Jan. 1%5

Jan. 1964

. . Jan. 1964

metals, brasses, bronzes, cast or ductile
irons, and steels. Many types of steels,
including stainless steel and tool steel, are
used. Each of the materials mentioned
will best satisfy some specific require-
ment such as corrosion resistance, ex-
trerne wear resistance, special damping
qualities, ability to operate without
lubrication, low cost, or producibility.

The majority of gears for automotive,
aircraft, farm rnachineryvoff-the-road
equipment, and machine tool applica-
tions are produced from hardenable car-

bon or low-alloy steels or cast iron.
Therefore, this article will cover only fer-
rous materials.

The choice of a gear material depends
on four factors:

I. Mechanical properties
Z. Metallurgical characteristics
3. Blank-forming method
4. Manufacturing process
Each of these factors must be eval-

uated w.ith an eye to its effect on the
three major performance criteria - dura-
bility, strength, and wear.

Mecllankal Properties *
Before the optimum mechanical' prop-

erties can be selected, the working stress
must be determined, based on recom-
mended allowable stresses.

This article discusses durability and
strength formulas adopted by the
American Gear Manufacturers Associa-
tion and widely used throughout the
world, Table 1. There is a fundamental
relationship among most formulas, so
that working and allowable stresses
determined by different formulas can be
used or compared .

Workmg stress is usually based on the
fatigue or yield strength of the material.
Less frequently, impact resistance, ten-
sile strength, or brittle-Iracture
characteristics of the material must be
considered.

For most gear trains, the limiting
design consideration is profile durability
(pitting resistance), gear-tooth strength
(resistance to fracture), or wear ..Norm-
ally, durability is the limiting consid-
eration; but sometimes an three are of
nearly equal importance.

A number of other possible modes of
failure may also limit gear performance,
such as scoring associated with high

•Abstracted from Machine Design, Gear Materials
Design Guide. June 20, 1968.



speed and heavy loads, case crushing in
carburized and hardened gearing, and
micro-pitting. However, these are less
likely to occur.

The AGMA gear-rating formulas for
both strength and durability are basically
the same for spur, helical, herringbone,
and bevel gear 'teeth. Terms in both for-
mulas are divided into four major group-
ings, associated with load, size, stress
distribution, and stress.

The surface-durability or pitting-
resistance formula - AGMA 215..01,
Sept. 1966, "Iniormation Sheet far Sur-
face Durability (Pitting) of Spur, Helical,
Herringbone and Bevel Gear Teeth" - is

where

The "stress" term, Equation 2, is the most
important consideration in selecting a
gear material, Table 2 lists all symbols
used in the strength and durability for-
mulas. Allowable fatigue (contact)
stresses, Sac are shown in Table 3.

The mechanical properties for gear
materials are almost always specified in
terms of Brinell hardness rather than
ultimate strength or test-bar properties.
Location (normally the toothed portion)
and number of hardness tests shouJd also
be specified ..Maximum hardness is also
specified in the interests of machinability
and sometimes to insure a hardness dif-
ference between the mating gears; such
a difference can increase wear resistance.
Typical combinations are shown in Table
4.

Values of Sac are based on 107 cycles,
since most gear materials generally show
the typical "knee" at or below this value.
Hence, these values can be considered
f.atigue-strength stresses. If a gearset must
operate for only a finite number of
cycles, the Sac values can be increased by
life factor Cl, Fig. 1.

Pitt Lng of gear teeth is considered a
fatigue phenomenon. There are two
kinds of pitting - initialand progressive
(destructive), Corrective and non-pro-
gressive initial pitting is not considered
serious and is normally to' be expected
until imperfections,. such as high spots,
3[1e worn m.

The stresses in Table 3 are satisfactory
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Fig. I-life factor for durability rating of gears.
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Table 2-GeM Rating lFador

IFaetor Strength IBl!r.bUlty

Transmitted load
Dynamic factor
Overload factor

Pinion pitch diameter
Net face width
Transverse diametral pitch
Size' factor"

iWt

C~
C..

Size
d
F

c.
Load-distribution factor
Geometry factor
Surtace-cenditicn factor
Size factor'

Calculated: stress
Allowable stress
Elastic coefficient
Haruness-ratlc factor
Life factor
Temperatu.re factor
Safety factor

K",
J

Cm
I
C,

·Sue tector IS placed !litller In tile $UI:' or $tf,e,J$'dl$trJbuIIOll

(JfOUP"'Q, dependrtlg UPOll the Importance 01 'tile' effect,

Table 3-Allowable Contact Stress
(Durability)

Steel
Throug h-ha rdened

case-carburuec

Fl'ame or mductien-
hardened

Cast Iron
AGMA Grade 20
AGMA Grade 30
AGMA Grade 40

Nodula'f Iron

Minim,l!m
Surfaee

IHardn,ess

Con,tact
Str.u. 'S.c
(1ooo'llIsj,)

180 Shn
,2401Shn
3001Shin
360 Shn
440 Shn

55 Rc
60 IRe

85·95
I05·US
120·135
145·160
]70·190
]80·200
200·225

50 IRe 170·190

50·60
175 Bhn 65·75
200 Shin 75·85

]65·300 Shn 10% less than
for steel with

same
hardness

Table 4- Typical GeM/Pinion Hardness
Combinations
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M~lmum IHardness,(Bhn'J"
G 180 210 225255 270'285 300 335 350 315 55Rc 58Rc
!PiniIn, 2:10245 265 295 310 325340' 375 390 415 55Rc 58Rc

·M'U!ll1um hardn.ss ,i! U!U11I13510,40 Bhn higher.

Tab Ie 5 - Rec:om-'IRended Safety
Factol's in Pitting

Reqllired ReUabl'lity Factor C",

!High
fewer 'Ihan 1 failure in 100.
IFewe'f than 1 f·allure in 3

1.25+
1.00
01.80·

"At 11l" "ltlue', plasl'lc proWfJ' deforma:!ion mia'ht occur befote
pilling.

Ta:ble6 - ADowable Stress (Strength)'

IMawiII MILburn AI' _ I.S I"
Hlfllnlll sir (1000 pSI)

Spur, HIIIeII ••
MImII\IbI.. Bullu

Steel
Normalized 140 Bhn 19,25
Quenched & temp, 180 Bhn 25-33
Quenched & temp, 300 Bbo 36,47
Quenched & temp, 450 Bhn 44,59
Case' esrb, 55Rc 55,65
Case carb, 60Rc 60·10
lnd, or flame
through,hardened 54 Bhn 45,55'"
Ind, or 'flame
through·hardened 54 Bhn 22
N!tnded AI SI 4140 53Ret 37·42-

Cast. Iron
AGMI\ 'Grade 20 5
AGMA Grade 30 115 Bhn 8,5
AGMA. Grade 40 200 Dhn 13

Nodular Iron
ASTM 'Grs.de 60,40,18 Annealed 15
ASl'M Grade 80,55-06 20
ASTM Grade 100-70,03 Normalized: 26
ASTM Grade 120·90,02 Quenthed& 30

temp"

Table ,.-Safety Factors for Fatigue
and. Yield Strength -

Reliability

fatigue
!High

Fewer than 1 failure in ]00
Fewer than 1 tailure in 3

Yi:eld
'High
Norma,l

1.50+
LOO
0.70

3,00+
1.33

II
14
19'
25
27,5
30

13.5
20

V
4,6
7

8
II
14
18,5



for gears with smooth profiles operating
with adequate lubrication. Some "as-
hobbed" or shaped gears, or those with
rough-textured profiles, should use more
conservative stresses. In this case, special
att~ntion should be given to' the lubri-
cant. Procedures for inducing favorable
surface stresses for increased profile
durability are not yet generally used.

Except for heavily loaded gears or
those subjected to unusual environments,
no substantial difference in allowable
contact stress existsamong the normal
qualities of available commercial steels.
Free-machining steels may be used to ob-
tain improved machinability or a better
surface finish.

Because pitting is a fatigue phenom-
enon, it displays a scatter which must be
allowed for by a safety factor to ensure
reliability. If this factor is not included
in the bask design calculations, Table 5
can be used as a guide and the Sac values
adjusted accordingly. It shouJd be
remembered that "failure" does not
necessarily mean an. immediate' 'failure
under applied load, but rather shorter life
than expected.

If one of the mating gear elements is
considerably harder than the other, the
allowable stress of the softer dement can
be increased under certain conditions.
Normally, the gear ratio must be high-
over 8:1- and the gears large before any
appreciable improvement is obtained.
Typical of gears for which such a cor-
rection is normally made are those for
large kilns, or for ball mills. The ap-
propriate AGMA standards contain
recommended values of the CH factor
used Ito rate gearsets having large dif-
ferenees in hardness.

Generally, temperature factor CT = 1
when gears operate with oil or with gear-
blanktemperatures not exceeding 250F.
In some instances, it is necessary to use
CT> 1for carburized gears operating at
oil temperatures above 180F. Tests have
indicated a drop of several points .1\:
hardness for carburized steels subjected
to 200F for 10,000 hr, as weB as a 6 to
8% reduction in fatigue strength.

When gears are proportioned on the
basis of alJowable surface fatigue stress,
surface yielding is seldom a problem.
This is partially because the contact stress
only increases as the square root of the
transmitted load. Allowable overloads of
100 % above the surface-fatigue rating

are commonly specified. Greater
amounts of overload are often success-
fully carried. However, repeated over-
loading can cause plastic How, which rip-
ples or grooves the profile or extrudes a
"wire edge" at the tip of the tooth. This
extruded material. can affect lubrication.
Excessive plastic flow of the profile can
induce abrasive wear because of the
rough surface texture developed.

Surface yieldjng does not cause im-
mediate or catastrophic failur and the
use of heavier viscosities or extreme-
pressure lubricants along with reduced
loading can alleviat a troublesome situa-
tion when it is encountered.

The effect of impact or brittle-fracture
properties of gear mat rials on surface
stresses need not be considered, except
for the peak stresses developed byim-

NA__.
'YOURCUTI

No matter Ihow you cut lit: keyway, slot. serration, special form ... any
internal cOI'I,figurat,jon ... no one has a lK:eyseater like, Mitts & Merrill. With
90 yea~s ,of experience behind el/ery piece of precision machinery,our
,engineers can recommend the right Keyseater that will ,give you both
economy. and long S9Nice-life. Cut it with tM best.

MANUFACTURED BY CARTIi",GE !iM.GHINECOIAPANY.INc;

Dept GT.9, P.O. Box 151, Canhage, NY 1'3619 (315) 493--2980 Telex 937-378
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CII YIIIIT CIIIIITEIT IVERPII DIIMETER
IF 1.1112" FRIMCILDITIAT?

You can, with Mltsublshl's new GA-Series Gear Hobbers!
Here's the reason why you can get

sueb a consistent accuracy over hours
of continuous running. To maintain
the thermal stability of the machine,
the bydraulic oil is maintained to a
constant temperature by a refrigerat-
ing unit and the unit is isolated from
the machine. The 36" wide 3.runway
bed and heavy duty ball screws also
plays a big role in maintaining high
accuracy.

Not only is the machine accurate
but also can withstand beavy duty cuts
due to the robust construction of the
machine and an AC servo motor
driven direct bob drive mecbanism. A
hydraulically controlled backlash
eliminator on the indexing table per-

M.TSU•• SHI
HEAVYINDUSTRIES, LTD.
5-1, Marunouchi 2-c/lOm8, Chlyoda-llu, Tokyo, Japan

Cable Address: HISHIJU TOKYO

Mltsublshl Heavy Industries America, Inc.
873 Supreme DrIve, Ben!l8flylllB, IL 60106 PI1one. (312) 860-4220

mils "reverse hand conventional cut-
ting" which gives 4 to 5 times more
cutler life on your tools.

Another prominent feature of the
machine is the conversational
"MENU" programming. Just key in
the gear and hob data and select the
type of material you are going to cut.
Tbe computer of tbe CNC will do the

rest for you. No calculation of culter
path or selection of cutting
parameters.

Needless to say, with a full CNC
machine, the changeover time can be
reduced to a maximum of 90".

These are only a part of what our
GA-series can do for you. For more
information, write to our Bensenville
office below or call, area code
312-860-4220 NOW!

SPECIFICATIONS-------~
ClA250NC

lD'
t

lUll'
lOS'
8.tS'

200.~

GMOCNC
1S'
I

10'
10.6'
,6..5'

200.~
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pulse or impact loading.

Tooth Strength
The tooth-strength raring formula-

AGMA 225.01. Dec. 1967. "In/onnatiol1
Sheet for Strength of Spur. Helical, Her-
ringbone and Bevel Gear Teeth" - is

where

s, : s., "K:~T)
(Sir.,,)

Again. allowable stress is the most im-
portant term in selecting a material.

The fatigue and yield resistance
necessary 10 prevent the fracture of a
gear tooth depend on more complex rela-
tionships between materials properties
than those for profile durability. This is
true primarily because the root-radius
stress varies directly with the load. For-
tunately. the root stress can be calculated
fairly accurately by applying standard
beam or plate theories.

Some allowable fatigue stresses Sal.

used with the AGMA formula are listed
in Table 6.

Allowable stress or fatigue strength is
normally determined for 107 cycles,
with adjustments for shorter fmite life
made by using 'the Kl factor given in
Fig. .2. Unlike Cl• Kl depends on fatigue
notch-sensitivity, which is somewhat
proportional to hardness: hence the
necessity for several curves for various
gear hardnesses.

Experience suggests that a dearly
defined knee is not always present in the
gear fatigue stress I cycle plot. This
phenomenon might be an inherent prop-
erty, as it is with non-ferrous materials.
But it is more likely a. result of wear or
other service-developed changes which
affect either the dynamic loading. load
distribution. or stress system. Fo.r con-
servative design, sometimes. Sill is re-
duced by the Kl factor determined from
curve B in Fig. 2.

Normally the stress at the root of the
tooth varies from zero to the m ximum
working tensile stress. If a tuHy reversed
stress is present. as it is wi.th reversing
loads or with idler gears. the allowable
stress should be 70% of the values shown
in Table 6.

Th quality of the material has a pro-
nounced effect on the strength 'of gear

stress patterns. Mechanical PI' cessing,
such as hot peening, to indue favorable
root stre es is used successfully.

The fatigu strength of gear teeth
follows a statistical, pattern, 0 thai a
safety fa tor should be used. Some rec-
ommend d Ifactors are u ted in Table 7.

It is imp rtant to, remember that a
tooth fracture, unlike profile pitting. is
catastrophic and cannot be rep ired or
alleviated by reducing load or changing
lubricant. Impac] loads in geared y t m
are commonly two or m re times the
rated load. Because gears have backlash
and ate loosely coupled, both the elec-
trical rorqu and inertial energy of an
electric motor can be released imultane-
ously. so that peak torques of two 10
four times the nameplate ratinzar n 't

uncommon. For this reason an ad qua te
safety factor. KR• and life 'factor. Kt. are
important.

YieM: L ads which dev lop a ro t

stress above the yield strength of the
material cause the gear to rh to bend
·permanently. Since gear-tooth dimen-
sions are held to 0.001 or less, nly a.
slight permanent bend or distortion can
affect th geometric dimensi n uftici nl

to cause interference on high dynamic
loads. This will quickly result ina fatigue
fracture.

The allowable yield stre fo·r reel
recommend d for use with th AGMA
rating formula is shown in .Fig. 3. The
alloy composition. heat-treatment H (-
tiveness, and section size aff ct the yield
strength at any ultimate strength or hard-
ness. so that more accurate yield- trength

(4)

teeth. mol' so than in the ·C3S of pitting
resistance. The values shown in Table 6
are for commercially availabl steels. In
the absence of a dear understanding of
the criteria for judging quality. th lower
values should be used. These are suitable
for steels with a deanliness typical of
resulphurized or leaded steels.

The upp r values in Table 6 would re-
quire steels produced under good melting
and pouring conditions. Cast steels re-
quire adequate directional and pro-
gressive solidification. Rolled and forg-
ed. steels will probably require vacuum
treatment, with special instructions to
prevent excessive reduction during roil-
ing or forging; this procedure will pro-
vide a desirable direction of fiber flow
lines with lit excessive reduction in
transverse properties. finally, h al treat-
ment hould be under rigid supervision
in accurately controlled Iurnaees, fol-
lowed by careful hardness and m tallo-
graphic inspection. For high-speed gears,
or for drives requiring maximum relia-
bility,additional inspection, for example
magnetic and ultrasonic insp ction, is a
necessity.

Fatigue: The fatigue strength of a gear
tooth is significantly aHected by size. sur-
face finish. and residual stresses at the
root radii. Residual stresses in a favorable
direction can be developed by metallur-
gical proc ssing such as case carburizing
or nitriding. Under certain circum-
stances, flame or induction hardening,
which do nol develop iii uniform hard-
ness pattern on the profile or in the root
area, can induce significant unfavorable



Fig. 3- Allowable yield stress recommended for use with AGMA formulas.

data can be used if it is available.
As a.general. rule, when peak loads ex-

ceed 200% of the allowable endurance
stress (100% overload), it is necessary to
consider yield in both the design calcula-
tions and material selection. Table 7 lists
appropriate safety factors for use when
selecting materials for yield strength.

Operating temperatures can aJfect the
allowable stress. According to AGMA
Standards, when gears operate at oil or
gear-blank temperatures not exceeding
250F ternperature factor, generally Kr
= 1. For case-carburized gears at
temperatures above 160F, KT may be
found from

460 + TF

620

where TF = peak operating oil 'tempera-
ture, deg F.

Fatigue failure initiated by a bent tooth
caused by loads above the yield strength
is not uncommon and should not be dis-
regarded even for surface-hardened
gears. This is particularly true when the
design is based on allowable fatigue
stresses which have been increased by
favorable induced surface stresses.

Impact: Although impact is not signifi-
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(5)

cant in evaluating a material for surface
durability. it can be important in tooth-
strength considerations.

The first step is to determine whether
or not destructive impact can be deve-
loped in the gear system. Normally, if the
time to develop the peak stress is a
signifk.ant proportion of the natural.
period of vibration, the stress can be
calculated from loads deduced from the
oscillatory characteristics of the mass
elastic system. The material must then be
selected on the basis of yield strength or,
if suffi.cientcycles are involved, fatigue
strength.

In some specific applications - mostly
determin d by field experience - impact
properties should be considered as a mat-
ter of course. One example is service at
low temperatures, which 3.1'e known to
reduce impact strengths. Here steels con-
taining nickel and those having fully
quenched and tempered metallographic
structures ar desirable. lower hardness
and sometimes lower carbon content are
beneficial, although these must be con-
sidered with an eye to the required size
of gearing and costs, Obviously the
direction of grain flow, transverse prop-
erties, and area reduction during forging
must be controlled.

Brittle fractures of gear teeth occur
only occasionally. Effort to correlate
material properties with brittle-fracture
analysis have not yet produced results of
value to the designer, although some
progress is being mad.

Wear
The wear in contacting teeth varies

from an unmeasurable amount with fully
hydrodynamic lubrication. through in-
termediate and boundary stages, to dry
metal-to-metal contact. Hydrodynamic
lubrication is present when the ratio of
him thickness to surface finish exceeds
approximately 1.4; boundary lubrication
when the ratio is between 0.05 'to '0.2:
and dry lubrication when the ratio is less
than 0.01. These are approximate guides
based on tests with straight mineral oils.

Normally, wear is encountered only
when surface finishes are rough, speeds
are very low, or loads, and velocities are
high. There are four types of wear: ad-
hesive, abrasive, corrosive, and fatigue.

'Generally, when f'errous metals are
used for gears, the wear rate decreases
withincreasing hardness. Under certain
conditions, softer gears will polish to a
fine surface finish and a good load dis-
tribution; this provides improved lubri-
cation. In some cases, the profile will be
worn to 3. non-involute shape; once this
·w aring-in" has occurred, little wear will
follow. [f this beneficial wear does not
occur, high hardness, obtained by
quenching or by a surface-hardening
sourc such as induction or flame
hardening, carburizing, or some form of
nitriding must be used.

It is not uncommon for changes tooc-
cur in the dedendum of heavily loaded
gears, particularly at slow speeds. A con-
cave surface is developed which scan
stabilizes and in no way affects the load-
carrying capability of the gears, This
phenomenon is due to a number of
reasons, one of them being the fact that
the rolling and sliding are in opposite
directions on the dedendum.

In some carburized and hardened gears
3. frosted appearance develops. This
ultimately results in surface spa lling,
which in turn can initiate a tooth frac-
ture. This frosting is probably due to
microscopic pitting. Better surface finish

(continued OM page 38)



Rates: Classified Display-$100 per inch
(rnlnimum 3") Type will be set to advertiser's
layout or Gear Technology will set type at no
'extra charge. Word Coun't: 35 characters
per line, 7 lines per inch.

Precision' .Products
by Western

SPLINE GAGES
MASTER GEARS

SPUR - HELICAL
VARIABLE SPLINE GAGES

SPUNE ARBORS
& SPLINE CHUCKS

r.:8J
.~

WESl1ERN SPLINE GAGE INC.,
P.o. Box. 702, 285 James Street

Holland, MI 49423
'61&.399-4021 Telex 226305

OIRClE A-16 ONi READER REPLY CARD

Payment:: Full payment must accompany
classlnedads, Mall copy to Gear Technology,
P.O. IBox 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
.Agency Commission: No agency commis-
sion on classifieds.

SPlRA.L BEVEL
GEARS

Protype or production up to 34"
Breakdown work - fast turnaround

Complete machining', heat treat,
lapping and! testing

GALL US!

B&R MACHIN'ING
PO Box 536

Sharon, TN 38.255
1-800-2.38-0651

HELP WANTED

CIRCLE A-17 ON READER REPLY CARD

MANUFACTURING
MANAGER GEARS

Aircraft and precision parts manutae-
turer (gears,. shafts, housings) seeks
experienoed manufacturing manager
capable of runni,ng mam.ilIacturing
operations of an eighty man job
shop. Must have wor:king knowl'edge
of aircraft parts. qua.'lity require-
ments, tools. fixtures, processing
and manufa.cturing. IExceptiona'l op-
portunity for right :individual.

Send resume 10'

A.CR INDUS.TRIES, IINC.
29200 Callahan

Roseville, Michigan 48066

GEAR' ENG.INEER
Positlion open for applicants
with extensive experience in
air craft gear processing. Must
have complete know,l!edg:eof
'ge'ar manufacturing. Ap-
plicants with estimating ex-
perlence preferred. Must be
ambitious and have a desire
to advance.

A.CR INDUSTRIES, INC.
.29.200. Calahan

Roseville, Michigan 48066
(313)773-0450

WAINTED
PROCESS IENGIINEER
Inside showroom sales and

administrative duties. Gear machines
and all types of machine tools.

Sales oriented, but sales experience
not necessary.

Send resume to:

IDep't. C
P.O. Box 1426

Elk Grove Village, IlL 60007

All repJies held in strictest confidence

Closll1g dale: Ads must be received by the
25th of the month, two months prior to
publication. Acceptance,: Publisher reserves
lhe right to accept or reject classified adver-
tisements at his discretion.

,GEAR TOOTH GRINDING
& HONING ONLY

Prodllction QlIantities
3/4" IP.IO.. to 27.5" P.O.;
3,5 D.P'. and 11 " Face

We have no turning, hobbing or
shaping capability

ALLEGHENY GEA!R CORP,.
23 Dick Aoad

Depew" NY 14043
716-684-3811

CIRCLE A~18, ON READER REPLYCAIRD

FOR SALE - NEW IPRODUCT

NEW.

GIEAR
DEBURRIIN:GI

MACHINE
o "~72II· diameter

Deburrs both sides simullaneousty,
Can handle work between centers,

Iully universal and autornatlc,

Write:

IDeburr
P.O, Box 1166.02

I Clncinnab, Ohio 45211

I CIRCLE A·2l ON READER REPLY CAIRD
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MACHINED PLASTIC GEARS ....
(continued from page 29)
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Fig. S-Sound Level Vs. Torque

bronze and cast iron test gear noise increased more than 10
dBA. The sound levels of phenolic and bronze gears pro-
gressed with increased load. The cast nylon test gear
demonstrated its characteristics of noise dampening at all load
level test points. A noise reduction of 8 to 141/2 dBA was
recorded at loads of 22.6,33.9 and 45.2 N-m (200, 300 and
400 inch-Ibs.) in comparison to the other three test gear
materials, In actual use, noise reductions in excess or 10 dBA
have been recorded in gear trains which incorporate cast
nylon gears. Fig. 5 shows a slight dip in sound level a.t the
highest test load of 45 ..2 N-m (400 inch-lbs.) for cast nylon
and cast iron. This is probably due to the increased tooth
contact ratio at the higher load. Cast iron is also considered
to have some noise dampening qualities.
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Sept 16·18
1985

Gear NOIse Course
ono State University

ThIS course Will cover general noise measurements and
analysts. causes of gear norse. gear reduction techniques
dynamIC modellIng SIgnal analySIS and gear boxes For
further InformatJon contact: Mr RIChardD Frasher Dlrec
tor. ContInuIng Education, College of Eng neer ng 2070
Nell Ave Columbus OhIO 43210, 1614) 422-8143

Oct. 14-16
1985

American Gear Manufacturers Fan
TechnIcal MeetIng
Fairmont Hotel
San FranCISCO,CA

For further Informatron contact AGMA Headquarters
101 S Peyton St. Alexander. VA 2231417031684-0211

Nov 19-21
1985

Society of Manufacturrng Englneers
Gear Processing and Manufactunng
Cllmc, Detrou. MIchigan

CALL FOR PAPERS: The Society of Manufactunng
Engineers has ISSUeda call for papers for thiS meeting The
meennq will also Include vendor tabletop exhibIts For
more InformatIon, contact DIanne Leverton at SIv1E (3 J 3)
271-1 500, ext 394

March 17 ·19 International Conference on Austempered
J 986 Ductile Iron, Ann Arbor, Michigan

CALL FOR PAPERS: The organrzlng committee ISseek-
Ing papers for thiS conference Of particular Interest are
papers on the englneerrng properties of Austempered
Dualle Iron. quality assurance techniques and expenence
produa tests. and process and product development case
rusrories based on cost savings, cost avoidance and pro-
duct Improvement Abstracts to be submitted by August
30, 1985 to: ADI. Gear Research Institute, POBox 353
Napervnle, IL 60566 For further Information contact Dale
Breen /312)355-4200 or Jay F. Janowak 1313)392-7100



YOU ARE LIOOKING AT
THE MOST ADVANCED
FULL CNC GEAR HDBBER
AVAIILABLE mOAY •••
... The' new lIEBHERR Model LC 152 for gears
up to 150 MM (6") 0..0. Another lIEIBHEBR
example of innovative design and engineering
to meet today's and future requirements for
performance and quality.
Let us prove it'!

For detailed literature, encircle the appropriate number on the
readership service card or write to: .

LIEBHERR MACHINE TOOL
290 S. Wagner Rd.
Ann Arbor, MI48103
(313) 769-3521
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